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ABSTRACT

The Individualized Counseling System (ICS) is an advanced computer
program for use in vocational guidance. It is designed to supply high
quality services while also providing a research tool to study the
applications of computers to vocational guidance. Emphasis has been
placed on producing a display-oriented program that is flexible, easy to
learn and use, easy to maintain and extend, and that applies recent work
in computer science and computer-assisted instruction to the Ruidance
environment. One of the principle innovations of ICS is that it uses
information supplied by the counselee about his or her interests and
abilities to construct a model. The counselee is then given four
different ways in which this model can be compared to the model of the
career information data base when ICS is suggesting careers that may be
of interest. We also report and discuss the results of the field trials
held to evaluate ICS and ways in which ICS could be improved in the
future.
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Introduction

This report describes the development of an Individualized
Counseling System (ICS) for providing computer-assisted vocational
guidance. The work has been carried out at the Institute for
Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences (IMSSS) at Stanford
University. The project has as its primary goal the development Of a
highly individualized guidance system, one that applies insights and
tools developed in recent research in computer~assisted instruction and
in computer science.

In Our view, the best application of a computer to vocational
guidance is in the role of a very fast, accurate, and sophisticated
clerk, performing two main functions:

1. Management of a large store of vocational gUidance information
with speed and accuracy.

2. COnstruction of a guidance model of the counselee on which to
base decisions about what information would be most useful to present to
him or her.

These are the clerical functions we have identified in vocational
gUidance. The nonclericai functions, which we do not believe are
appropriate tb a machine and for which the counselor remains necessary,
include:

1. clinical judgment on special and unique circumstances;

2. sophisticated, intuition~based, diagnostic judgments; and

3. nonclerical therapeutic interaction with the counselee.
It is our hope that by freeing counselors from clerical tasks, they will
have more time to devote to these functions.

Since the project budget was quite modest for the development of a
complex computer ....assisted vocational guidance system, our best course
was to select an existing system as a model for ICS. This decision also
reflects our judgment that the field of computer-assisted vocational
guidance has progressed far enoUgh so that it is hot necessary to start
from scratch to produce a reasonable system. This strategy has allowed
us to take advantage of prior experience, freeing us to concentrate on
producing a mbre sophisticated computer program.
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1.1 Review of pther Computer-assisted Vocational Guidanc~ Systems

The work on the Individualized Counseling System began with an
investigation of several extant systems that provide computer-assisted
vocational guidance. The primary criteria governing the selection of
these systems for close examination were that they be moderately large
to very large in size, have a high degree of versatility, and have seen
substantial use, as well as there being people who were knowledgeable
about each of these systems in the San Francisco Bay Area. Several
other systems were briefly investigated but quickly rejected as not
being suitable models for ICS. The systems that we looked at most
closely were:

1. The Computerized Vocational Information System
demonstration system funded by the Illinois State Board of
Education. Information may be obtained from Project CVIS,
Ardmore Avenue, Villa Park, Illinois 60181.

(CVIS), a
Vocational
1250 South

with
Katz
from

2. SIGI, a system developed by
assistance from Digital

et al. (1972) and Godwin (1974).
the Educational Testing Service,

the Educational Testing Service
Equipment Corporation. See
More information may be obtained

Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

3. The Guidance Information System (GIS), developed by the Time
Share Corporation. Information may be obtained from the Time Share
Corporation, 630 Oakwood Avenue, West Hartford, Connecticut 06110.

4. The Discover System, developed at the DISCOVER Foundation,
Western Maryland College. See Raymon (1977) for a description of the
college-level version of this system. More information may be obtained
from DISCOVER Foundation, Inc., P.O. Box 363, \~estmirtster, Maryland
21157.

5. The Career Information
at the University of Oregon.
Career Information System, 247
Eugene, Oregon 97403.

System (CIS), developed and maintained
Information may be obtained from the
Hendricks Hall, University of Oregon,

6. The Eureka system, a version of CIS developed specifically for
the state of California. Information may be obtained from the EUREKA
Project, Diablo Valley College, Pleasant Hill, California 94523.

After studying the above systems, we selected Eureka as the best
model for several reasons. Some of the key portions of several of the
other systems are proprietary and it would have been difficult to obtain
permission to use them, especially without paying substantial fees.
Some of the systems are very large and it would have been difficult, for
example, to choose a good subset of the available information in their
data bases for use in ICS. Eureka is one of the systems that do not
require the counselee to spend many hours at a terminal. This makes it
possible to advise more people than with a system that is more expensive
in terms of cOmputer time.
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Since CIS and Eureka are very similar, there was very little to
decide hetween them, except for the following factors: The Eureka data
base has been modified to be suitable for use in California, while the
CIS data base is oriented towards the labor market in Oregon. This is
important since the field trials were conducted in California. Another
important 'factor is that Eureka is being maintained at sites near
Stanford Univers,ity, providing- us with re:ady access to people 'who are
highly knowledgeable about Eureka. They have been extremely
cooperative.

Our choice of CIS, and Eureka as the models for ICS should not be
taken as a criticism of any of the systems that we did not select. Our
criteria were based on the suitability of the system as a model for ICS,
and not on any judgment of the overall value of the system as a tool in
the guidance process. Each of these systems has attractive, useful
features not found in the others.

ICS shares much with the Eureka system. The two most important
points of similarity are that the data base for ICS (the part of the
system that contains the' information about occupations-, training
programs, and schools) was developed from the Eureka data base. The
chang-es are minor, such-as the correction of obvious typographic errors
and the conversion ofth-e'information from>upper case only to upper-and
lower case. However, the software that was written to assist in
converting the data base also- detected a few- instances of inaccessible
records, and similar subs.tantive problems. The leS-questionnaire bears
a strong. resemblance to the' one used in Eureka, though the information
supplied by the counselee is us.ed rather differently. Other important
similarities a're- that bo;th systems allow the- counselee either to
directly access the information in the data base or to ask the system
for suggestions. rcs and Eureka both, allow him to move around within
the system with a fair degree of freedom.

There are also many differences. The HELP module and the
administrative functions described below are unique to rcs. The
structure on the data base is richer, and the counsele·e has a choice of
ways in which he can guide the process when leS is suggesting careers.
ICS is oriented towards use on display terminals rather than on hardcopy
terminals. This has led to a variety of additional differences. For
examp-le, res depends on written materials to· a much lesser degree than
Eureka. This is possible because the computer can generate a large
display on a cathode ray tube much more quickly than it can physically
type each character. It is also practical to supply the program with
more detailed "helpll messages, and in places whe-re the Eureka user is
required to use a handbook to look up cod'es the program can type the
list of alternatives at the terminal instead. Another advantage of
displays is that they can be used to simplify answering some of the more
complex ques tions. We will have more to say about our reasons for
preferring a display-o·riented system in Section 11.2.
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1.2 Description of the Individualized Counseling System

We first give a quick overview of
then discuss each component in detail.
ICS is divided into five main parts.

the major components of ICS and
From the counselee's viewpoint,

SIGN-ON PROCEDURE: This is the sequence of steps that must be
followed for the counselee to access the computer and the guidance
program. It is simple and usually takes less than a minute to complete.

TOP LEVEL: This is where the counselee begins after completing the
sign-on. From here he (or she) can go to any of the other modules or
perform any of the system's administrative functions: sending a message
to the Stanford staff (to ask a question, describe a problem, or make a
suggestion), reading replies from the staff, or reading either of two
news files.

HELP MODULE: This contains documentation and tips on how to make
the best use of ICS. The information is organized to help the counselee
pinpoint the desired information.

EXPLORE MODULE: This part of ICS is designed to assist the
counselee who wishes to explore various career alternatives. It
contains a questionnaire that is filled out at the terminal. These
questions are organized into eight substantive groups, with a ninth
consisting ofa single question concerning the counselee'8 prioriti~s

relative to the questionnaire. This is always the first question asked,
and the answer is used to determine the order in which the remaining
groups of questions are asked. Since the counselee does not have to
fill out the entire questionnaire, this insures that ICS begins by
asking the questions that the counselee considers most relevant. This
is one of the many ways in which ICS individualizes the guidance
process. EXPLORE also allows the counselee to browse through the
questionnai.re, to change answers, and to "skip ahead lT to answer a
question out of the order he originally specified. See Appendix A for a
copy of the questionnaire.

JOBS MODULE: This part of ICS contains a variety of information
about possible career choices. If the counselee desires, he can specify
a career or job in the data base and view the information. If he has
already answered questions, the program will make suggestions on the
basis of a model of his interests.

All of the administrative functions (except for reading me~sages

sent by the staff) can be performed almost anywhere within ICS. The
counselee is allowed to move freely between any of the modules, e.g., he
can jump from the middle of reading a description in the JOBS module

IThe exceptions are intended to help the counselee avoid becoming
lost or confused. For example, if he is being asked to confirm an
answer to a question, he must accept or reject his answer before he can
send a message.
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into EXPLORE, start reviewing his answers to the questions, and then
jump back to the JOBS module.

We now take a more detailed look at each module.

SIGN-QN PROCEDURE

When the Individualized Counseling System is used over a telephone
line the counselee begins by dialing a number that accesses the IMSSS
computer. When he (or she) has established a connection he presses the
spacebar key to get the computer's attention. We indicate the
characters typed by the counselee by underlining them. The $ means that
the counselee has pressed either the RETURN (carriage return) key or a
special key labeled ESC. This is needed to allow the program to detect
that the counselee has finished typing.

Hi

Please type your number and name.
214 michael HINCKLEY

Job 20 on TTY342, TUE MAR 14 78 10:42PM-PST

Type in your LAST name
* coUNseLee$
Type in your FIRST name
*mary$
Type in your MIDDLE initial or name (type the word NONE if you
don't have a middle name)

*1
Type JUST your middle name or initial (whichever you prefer), If
you don't have a middle name or initial that's o.k.--just type the
word>NONE and the program will let you go on.
Finish by pressing the key labeled ESC or the key labeled RETURN.

Type in your MIDDLE initial or name (type the word NONE if you
don't have a middle name)
* 9 .$
Is this your first time using rCS? [Y or N] Y1
Here is your name as the program will
remember it:
MARY Q. COUNSELEE
Is that right? [Y or N] Y1
Be sure to type it in the same way the next time you use ICS.

Welcome to Computer-assisted Career Guidance
at Stanford, MARY

If you want help, type the word HELP and press the key labeled ESC

[ Press the ESC key to continue ] *
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Notice several things about the above dialogue. First, the
counselee has to do a modicum of typing. She just presses the spacebar
key, types the counselor's identification number and first name, then
types in her own name and confirms it. The dialogue is even simpler on
a second use of ICS--when the name matches to one already on file, I~S

simple says "Welcome back, MARY" and continues from there.

Our mythical counselee asks for help with the middle name by typing
a "I". On the keyboards used at IMSSS the "?" character is on the same
key as the "I". During a demonstration of the system we noted that a
counselor who was trying out the system frequently failed to hold down
the shift key and so he often typed a "I" when intending to type a"?".
It was an easy programming change to define the "I" to be synonymous
with a question mark, thus removing a problem. Also note that the
counselee had to do nothing except type the "I" to get the help message.
As soon as ICS sees a "I" or "?" it reacts by typing out a help message.
It is also quite forgiving of extraneous spaces and tabs, and it assumes
that text typed in lowercase is the same as text typed in as uppercase.

After completing the sign-on, ICS goes to TOP LEVEL.

TOP LEVEL

At TOP LEVEL the counselee can perform any of the administrative
functions or move to any of the other modules. There are currently four
administrative functions:

DONE: This means exit the program, i.e., end the session. When
this happens a copy of the counselee's history record is saved, the
screen is erased (so that the counselee does not have old work left,
e.g., an answer to a question) and so that the next user is not confused
by what appears on the screen. The program finishes by saying goodbye.
If ICS was accessed via a phone line it also reminds the counselee to
hang up the telephone.

NEWS: This command causes the news file to be displayed on the
terminal. It gives the staff a way of communicating useful information
to the counselees, e.g., if a "bug" (i.e., a programmer error which
resulted in the program failing to operate as intended) is detected and
fixed, this can be announced, as can the unavailability of the computer
system on a certain date, etc.

OLDNEWS: This is just like the NEWS command, except that it will
normally contain information that is out of date but still potentially
useful to some of the counselees.

GRIPE: This command allows the counselee to send a message to the
project staff at Stanford. After typing the word GRIPE, the counselee
sees the following on the screen:
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TOP LEVEL Type HELP for help

Type the lines of your message. Separate lines with an ESC.
When you are finished type a control-Z.
If you want to abort the message, type a control-L.l

Gripe *

He then types in his message and indicates
holding down the control key (next to the shift
types the letter Z. If he wishes, he can
"forgotten" by typing a control-L instead.

that
key)
have

he is finished by
at the same time he
a partial message

Staff members reply to these messages by creating a special file
containing the reply. I t is shown to the counselee the next time he
completes the sign-on sequence.

The above administrative functions are also available in each of
the main modules. Special control commands exist for the NEWS and GRIPE
commands so that the counselee can use them without havin~ to return to
the top of the current module first. Similar control commands allow
them to move directly from deep inside one module to the top of another.

HELP

The purpose of the HELP system is to provide general information
about the use of the program to the counselee. As currently
implemented, the HELP system does not yet provide assistance on all of
the topics that we would like to see included. However, the design of
this portion of the program makes it quite simple to add or remove
topics and to revise the existing information. As with the other main
modules of the program, HELP has a command level. In addition to the
administrative commands it has a SHOW (HELP TOPIC) command. This prints
a numbered list of topics on which help is available. The counselee
types in the number of the desired topic and the help for that topic is
displayed. In some cases, topics have subtopics to make it easier to
locate desired information.

EXPLORE

This module of the program allows the counselee to examine the
questions (and to see his answers), to be asked any of the questions, to
change his answers to previous questions, and, of course, to perform the
administrative commands. There are four commands specific to EXPLORE:

SHOW: This command shows the questionnaire to the counselee
without expecting answers. It also shows the answers to questions that
have already been answered. It does this differently for each of the
three main kinds of questions. The eight options to the priorities

7



questions are shown in the order in which the counselee specified them.
The question about the size of the community in which the counselee
wishes to work is displayed by listing the counselee's choices, first in
the order he specified them (with visual emphasis added).2 The choices
he omitted follow with normal emphasis. The third kind of question
requires the counselee to answer by selecting a single option. This
option is displayed with visual emphasis, and the others are shown
normally.

When the counselee gives the SHOW command he is presented with a
lis t of nine group names. He types in the name of the group he wishes
to see; he can simply type an asterisk to see all of them. The.program
shows the general remark for the group of questions (provided there is
one) and shows the questions in sequence. After each question the
counselee is asked if he wants to see the next one. If he says no the
program asks him if he wishes to see another group; if not, he is
returned to EXPLORE command level. And finally, if the counselee has
looked at all of the groups, the program detects this and simply returns
him to EXPLORE command level when he has finished reading the final one.

ASK: The ASK command asks the next unanswered question on the
questionnaire, beginning with the priorities question. The answer to
this question determines the order in which the other groups of
questions will be asked. The counselee can answer individual questions
out of order by using the CHANGE command. To insure that the counselee
is not again asked a question that he may have answered out of sequence,
the program checks to see if it already has an answer to a question
before asking it. The question is then displayed and the program asks
for an answer. If the counselee types "?II at this point he is shown the
help message for the current question. The more complicated questions
ask for confirmation when the counselee has given an answer. This
allows him to start over easily if he decides he did not give the answer
he prefers. This is most important with the priorities question, where
his choices are displayed in the order he prefers them. This gives him,
literally, a chance to see his priorities and to decide if that is the
way he really wants them.

As was mentioned above, the -importance of the priorities question
lies in the fact that ICS asks the groups of questions in the order
specified by the counselee. If he considers working with information
very important, these questions are asked first. If the counselee then
goes to the JOBS module and uses the MATCH or SELECT commands (see
below), this is the only information that will be used to decide which
jobs in the data base may be of interest to him. Other, less important
factors are ignored since the program as yet knows nothing about them.
The counselee can then return to EXPLORE, answer more questions and go
to the JOBS module again. A complete example is given in Appendix B.

2The exact nature of the emphasis depends on the kind of terminal
being used. On the DataMedia terminal,
noticeably brighter than normal text. On
underlined, and on the TEC the text flashes.
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C!lAllOll: thiS toII!1Mnd allows the couns"le" eith"r to thange an
I1nSWer to a qu"s tiori that he has alr"ady I1nswered or to answer a
question out of the sequenc" sp"Cified in his anSwer to the priorities
questiori. This command uSeS th" same procedure as th" SHOW command to
obtain th" name of the group. The headers to each of the qu"Stions in
the seleeted group ar" displayed arid the touns"lee selectS. the question
he wishes to change. His 61dal1swers ~ if any, ate also shown in
abbr"viated form on th" screen. Orice he has selected a question, the
program asks it of him juSt as iri the ASK coII!1Mnd. His old answer, if
any, is also displayed at this point as a reminder. When he has given
his answ"," th" program then redisplays the hel1ders in th" current
qUestion and asks him if he wishes to thange another queStion in this
group. this continues until he says no (unless th" group only has one
qu"s tion in which cas" the program goes dir"etly to the next step).
When he Says no, th" group names I1re again displayed and he can either
selett ariother group to change or return to EXPLORE coII!1Mnd lev"l.

JOBS

Th" JOBS module tontains all of the car"er information available in
the program, curr"ntly a total of 212 descriptions (many of which
include several closely relat"d jobs). These are organized into 25
groups. If the counSelee is browsing, he begins by picking a group. He
is then shown a list of jobs within that group (plus some general
iriformatioh about the group). He tan select any of those jobs and read
the information contained ih th" data base. As currently implemented,
he can also obtain a printout of this dE\scription by using the GRIPE
coII!1Mnd (see I1bove) to submit a request. The couhs"lee can have his
answers to th" questions in the EXPLORE modul" matched against the
informatiori in the JOBS data base. In addition to the administrative
commands, th"re are three coII!1Mnds specific to JOBS:

SHOW: This is the coII!1Mnd which will show the couns"lee the list
of groups of jobs. When he finds an interesting group he types its
number (display"d along with the group title so that no handbook is
needed). Th" g"neral information about that group is displayed along
with a humbered list of individual job titles. If the counselee wishes
to read th" d"scription for a patticular job h" simply types in its
number. Orherwis" h" is given the choiCe of selec ting ahother group to
look at or r"turning to JOBS command level.

MATCH: This command causes th" program to match the information
supplied by th" counselee in th" EXPLORE qu"stionnaire to the model of
the care"r data bas". the selected job titles are display"d with a
humber next to el1ch. If the counselee wishes to read the description
for on" of these jobs h" types in its number and it is shown to him. He
can repeat this process as often as he wishes, returning to JOBS command
lev"l when h" finishes.

SE.LECT: This COII!1Mnd begins by g1V1ng th" counsel"e his choice
among four matching schemes. A d"scription of each one is displayed on
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the screen; he types the letter for the one he wants. See Appendix B
for an example of the use of the SELECT command. The matching
algorithms used to guide the program's selection of jobs is detailed
below (Section 11.4).

A SCHOOLS module was planned but not completed because Eureka was
in the process of updating and improving the data base. Older copies
were somewhat disorganized and quite out of date. The work required to
bring an old copy up to a standard usable by the ICS system was
excessive in view of the amount of other work that would have had to be
neglected--our proposal did not assume that much time would be spent in
producing or revising data bases.

In the next chapter we turn to a discussion of the design and
implementation of ICS. Then in Chapter III we present the results of
the field trial that was held to test the program. Finally, in Chapter
IV we discuss the results of the field trial· and indicate some ways
in which ICS could be improved in the future.
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ChaPter II

Methods and Procedures

Except for studying the performance of the program that was
produced, the major portion of the methodology involved in this research
deals with the development of a computer program designed to provide
vocational guidance services. So we turn to an examination of the
program and a discussion of its design and implementation.

11.1 Choice of Programming Languages

Our choice of programming languages in which to implement the
Individualized Counseling System represents the one major change in the
research design as originally submitted to DHEW. Instead of
implementing ICS in the LISP programming language, we have implemented
it in SAIL, an ALGOL-like language developed at the Stanford University
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, with one small P1rtion implemented
in FAIL, an assembly language for the PDP-10 computer. Several factors
governed this decision. Two of the three primary reasons for preferring
LISP to SAIL at the time we wrote the proposal were the flexibility of
the data structures available in LISP and its excellent interactive
debugging facilities. Such debugging facilities are an important
consideration in the design of a large, complex computer program. But
two features of SAIL, new at the time the proposal was drafted, have
since proved their worth. A new data type, very similar to the Records
and Reference feature available in some versions of ALGOL, was added to
SAIL. This provides nearly the same flexibility of data structures as
is a hallmark of LISP. The second feature, an interactive debugging
facility known as BAIL, has simplified the debugging of programs written
in SAIL. 2

Thus two of the major objections to the use of, SAIL were overcome.
On the positive side, work on computer-assisted instruction (CAl) at the
Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences during 1976
produced a useful display package and valuable techniques for using
display terminals in instruction. Adding similar facilities to ICS
represents a significant enhancement of the system. LISP has relatively
poor Input/Output (I/O) facilities compared to SAIL and it would have
been difficult to add a display package had ICS been implemented in

1See Reiser (1976)
Wright & Gorin (1976) for a

for a description
description of FAIL.

of SAIL and see

2The language formerly depended on debugging tools developed for
use with assembly language programs. These are not always well suited
for debugging code written in a high-level language.
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LISP. By using SAIL we were also able to take code from some of the CAl
courses (principally the IMSSS course in symbolic logic) and use it in
the ICS system with almost no modification at all. This would not have
been possible had we used LISP.

The major loss in using SAIL is the potential reduction in
transportability of the resultant system. While SAIL is available at
most sites that use Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-10 series of
central processing units, the language is not available on other
machines such as the IBM 370 or any of the Hewlett-Packard machines.
But with the decision to make ICS display oriented, it would not have
been particularly more transportable in LISP than in SAIL. The most
machine (and operating system) dependent part of a computer program is
its I/O facilities. So one of the necessary steps to maintain a high
degree of transportability is to keep the I/O quite primitive. But
there are major benefits for computer~assisted vocational guidance by
using sophisticated I/O procedures.

The Individualized Counseling System does not completely lack
transportability, however. First, there is the possibility of making
ICS available by the use of phone lines. The Institute has considerable
experience with this approach, and it works quite well in practice.
This is also how the field trials were conducted. 3 There is also the
possibility of rewriting ICS into MAINSAIL, a new language quite similar
to SAIL. This language has been designed for a wide range of currently
existing machines. However, because of the newness of the language,
there was too much risk involved in using it at this time. One or two
more years will be needed to complete the development of MAINSAIL and to
insure that it will work well on a variety of machines. Should this
happen, a rewrite of ICS into MAINSAIL would be justified and very
useful.

II.2 Human Factors in the Design £!.. ICS

A major part of the effort expended in designing the Individualized
Counseling System has gone into insuring that the program is both easy
to learn and easy to use by people with no previous computer experience.
This is especially important because of the relatively short time each
counselee spends at the computer terminal (about 17-34 minutes). There
are four factors that contribute to groducing a program which meets this
goal of being easy to learn and use:

The
learned,

program's
and easy to

command language
remember.

is consistent, simple, easily

3The only serious drawback is the expense of leasing the phone
lines.

4They are largely based on common sense, yet they are overlooked
dismayingly often when designing large, complex programs.
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The program's user is provided with clear, succinct descriptions of
how to use the program, organized so that desired information can be
easily located.

The program's design takes into account the fact that human bein~s,

both program users and program authors, will sometimes make mistakes.

The tedious, mechanical tasks are delegated to the program rather
than to the person using it.

No program will be able to perfectly satisfy all of these factors.
It is quite possible that a. feature that will contribute to one will
detract from another. And other factors must be taken into account.
For example, if a program becomes very large it is likely to run very
slowly, and this can detract from its usefulness or it can even become
too expensive, in terms of machine resources, to operate at all. So any
actual program, including ICS, embodies a series of compromises. He
will discuss each of the above four factors separately, but it needs to
be kept in mind that any feature in the program may contribute to (or
detract from!) more than one factor.

COMMAND SYNTAX

There are two distinct kinds of consistency possible in the
program's command language. One is consistency of effect. If a command
is used in different parts of the program, it should have exactly the
same effect in each case. It is not a trivial task to attain this kind
of consistency, especially in large, complex programs. It requires
careful programming techniques and careful testing of the finished
program. We will have more to say about this in the section on the
design of ICS as seen from the programmer's viewpoint. The other kind
of consistency is to insure that commands that sound similar to one
another should indeed have similar effects.

If the command syntax achieves both kinds of consistency it becomes
possible for the user to develop a set of expectations about what is
likely to happen when he tries a command for the first time. If, in
addition, the program handles errors in input well, the user will be
encouraged to take a "try it and see" approach. This reduces the amount
of rote learning necessary and it can also reduce the user's dependency
on the documentation, and so indirectly reduce the tedium associated
with using the program. .

The Individualized Counseling System uses three different kinds of
commands, each with its own merits: one-word commands, numerals, and
special "contrall! commands.

One-word commands: These are used primarily at the top level of
each main module. The names have been chosen to be suggestive of the
function they perform. To make them even easier to use we have provided
automatic guessing procedures (described under error handling, below).
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Numeric commands: These commands are used in ICS only when the
counselee is working on a narrowly defined task (such as locating a help
topic) and when he is faced with a broad range of choices. In these
situations, the ,numeric commands have the advantage of requiring the
counselee to do less typing; the program also needs to do less
processing. Numeric commands can be objectionable if the counselee has
to refer to a handbook to look them up, both because this increases
tedium and because they are difficult to remember. But these objections
fall by the way when the numbers and what they mean a~e immediately in
front of the counselee at the time he makes his choice.

Control commands: These commands allow the counselee to make rapid
jumps from one part of the program to another or to perform a special
function. For example, the counselee can move directly from the middle
of reading a job description to the top level of the HELP module with a
one-letter control commands. These commands can be divided into two
kinds: commands that allow the counselee to edit on a command (or the
current line of a GRIPE) and commands to move to another main module (or
to perform one of the administrative tasks).

The editing functions, which consist of erasing all the input typed
so far, erasing a word (i.e., text surrounded by spaces or tabs), and
asking the computer to retype the input it has seen so far, can only be
provided effectively via the control commands. Any other way of doing
it would cause confusion between the type-in itself and the command to
edit it. By using control commands, the editing can also be made
display oriented. For example, the control command to erase a word
literally removes the word from the display without printing anything
else. This insures that the counselee sees his type-in exactly the way
the program will "see" the edited text.

The control commands that invoke an administrative function or move
the counselee to the command level of some major module work slightly
differently. They first display the one-word name of the command. The
counselee is then asked to confirm his choice. This is done by pressing
the ESC or RETURN keys or by typing the letter "Y". The request for
confirmation helps to protect the counselee against errors which could
easily occur since the control commands are single-letter commands.

DOCUMENTATION

We have provided three different kinds of documentation for the
counselee: printed material, information available in the HELP system
and via the DESCRIBE command, and contextual help.

5This is not true of all of the computer-assisted vocational
guidance systems we have seen, however. For example, in the Career
Information System, a 4-digit code is required to access the information
on a particular job. In this case it might be easier for the counselee
just to type in the first part of the job title instead.
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There is only a small amount of printed documentation for the
counselees. It consists of a brief overview of lCS and its commands.
It is intended primarily for use by those who want to read something
before they begin working at the terminal. But the only part of it that
is needed is the description of the sign-on procedure since the other
information is duplicated in the HELP system and in the DESCRIBE text.

The HELP system is the main source of documentation for the
counselee.. It contains descriptions of all of the control commands and
one-word commands, organized in a series of topics. As in the other
parts of ICS, this helps the counselee pinpoint the desired information.
While the HELP system currently contains mainly information .on the
available commands, we plan to expand it to include more "tips!' on how
to get the most out of a session at the terminal.

Contextual help is supplied in two ways: via the DESCRIBE command
which provides a brief description of the module currently being used by
the counselee and via help messages which are printed when the counselee
types a "1". The latter are usually short and specifically written for
the context in which they occur. Thus they always provide help for
whatever the counselee is in the process of doing. It would be quite
tedious for the counselee to have to refer to a manual, for example, to
obtain help on a particular EXPLORE question he was in the process of
answering. In addition, many of the prompts that are provided to remind
the counselee that it is his turn to type also print reminders that help
him type in a correct command.

This arrangement also serVes other purposes. For example, a
counselee who wishes to use ICS simply to browse through the job
descriptions is not burdened with having to read information about the
EXPLORE module. And since the information is available while the
counselee is using the program he gets the information at the time it is
most relevant, with the minimum of distraction from what he is trying to
do with the program.

ERROR HANDLING

A well~designed program can take account of the possibility of
human error in three ways. First, the program's command scanner will
make a guess about the intended command wherever reasonably possible.
And if it cannot make a successful guess, the user is provided with
help. Second, the program is able to cope with almost any input
supplied by the user, even if the input deviates quite far from what is
normally expected. Third, a well-designed, well-written program detects
a significant percentage of programmer errors, provides diagnostic
information to help in locating the error, protects the user against
10ssof work as much as possible, and attempts (usually successfully) to
:reco'V'er from the error so that the user can continue accessing the
facilities not affected by the programmer's error. We discuss the
command scanner here. The other topics are dealt with in the next
section.
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In addition to making the program easier to use (and maintain),
good error recovery procedures have other benefits for the counselee. A
robust program encourages a "try it and see" attitude. A'lso, many
people approach their first session at a computer terminal with a
slightly fearful attitude, afraid that they may be hurt or embarras~ed

or may do something "wrong" for which they will be held accountable. A
well-designed program contributes to helping such counselees overcome
their fears so that they can concentrate on using the program. For
example, if instead of aborting or performing some bizarre action, the
program responds to a command error simply by printing a list of
available commands and allowing the counselee to try again, he can
rapidly master the commands. Steps must be taken to protect the
counselee against accidentally invoking a command that may result in a
loss of work; this is especially important when the program uses
procedures that guess the counselee's intended command.

To reduce typing (and
program that interprets
complicated manner. Once
pressed the ESC key, ICS:

typing errors), the parser (the part of the
the commands) handles them in a fairly
the counselee has typed in a command and

1. Checks to see if it is an exact match or a substring of one of
the possible commands. If there is only one command beginning with the
letter M, the counselee only needs to type that letter to have ICS
interpret it. Also, if he types ASKS for ASK or any similar mistake the
program will still perform the correct action. In case there are two or
more commands beginning with the same letter(s) as the counselee typed,
the program rings the bell on the terminal and asks the counselee to
type at least one more letter. This way he does not have to start over.
If these attempts fail, and if the counselee has typeg at least three
letters, the program then continues with the next step.

2. The first three or four letters of the counselee's command are
matched against the list of known commands by assuming that one letter
has been mistyped. If there is a match, the program reports its guess
to the counselee and asks for confirmation. For example, GTIPE will
match with GRIPE. If the counselee confirms the guess, the program
executes the command. Otherwise it continues guessing. 7

3. Next, the counselee's command is checked to see if it matches a
stored command with one letter removed, e.g., RIPE and GIPE will both
match with GRIPE.

4. Then the program will check to see if the counselee's command
matches with two of the letters permuted, e.g. both rgiPE and GirPEwill
match with GRIPE.

6With one or two letters the program would make an incorrect guess
more often than a correct one.

7This applies to the remaining steps as well.
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5. And finally, if he has typed in two or more words, each word
will be processed until the program. finds something which is a
reasonable guess or there is no more to look at. So the program can
deal with a request to go to the HELP module which looks like "give me
-l1e1pll or IIplease help me" or "I need some hAlpll [ate]-..

If all of this fails to lead to a guess, the counselee is told that
his command was not understood, the program types out the list of valid
commands, and he is given, a chance to try again.

Since the control commands
there is not enough information
an adequate guess. This also
either case, the program informs
his command and provides a short

involve only typing a single letter,
available to allow the program to make
applies to the numeric commands • In
the counselee that it did not interpret
help message.

DELEGATING TEDIOUS TASKS TO THE COMPUTER

We have sought to reduce the tedium sometimes involved in using a
computer-assisted vocational guidance system in a variety of ways. Most
of these are II11lde possible by our decision to make the Individualized
Counseling System fully display oriented.

One advantage of using display terminals is that the screen can be
organized in ways that cannot be done with a printing terminal. In ICS
the screen is divided into three areas: The description line, the
template region, and the scroll region.

The description line is the top line of the display. It contains
information about the counselee's place within ICS. For example, when
he is in the TOP LEVEL module he is reminded of this by seeing the words
"TOP LEVEL" printed in bright let ters in the upper left corner of the
screen. He is also sometimes given additional information on the right
side of the line, e.g., "Type HELP for help" as a reminder of how to get
more detailed help.

The template region can vary in size between 1 and 22 lines,
depending on the needs of the moment. This is where most of the text
typed out by the program is printed. Lines can be added or removed
under the control of the program, .and text can be emphasized. This can
even be used to ,create dynamic effects if needed; e.g., it is possible
to show the counselee how to type a command and what will happen when he
does. Once text is placed in this region it stays there until removed
or changed by the program.

The scroll region is the area left at the bottom of the screen
following the template region. It will always be at least two lines,
though four or more lines are preferred. The program prompts the
counselee for input in this region, and uses it to type out short help
messages when needed. This is also where the counselee's typing
appears. If, for example, when the counselee is asked to choose from a
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long list of alternatives (see below), he mistypes or asks for help, the
list stays where it is and only the text in the scroll region changes.
New text always goes on the bottom line, and all of the old text moves
up a line, to disappear when it reaches the bottom line of the template
region. Only transient information appears in the scroll region. The
important information is placed in the template region, which stays
fixed until it is no longer needed.

One way in which this facility is used to advantage is in the
EXPLORE question in which the counselee is asked to rank his preferences
for eight alternatives. These alternatives are displayed in the
template region. He can type in as many or as few of his choices as he
wishes. If there are two or more choices left, the program removes the
ones he has already selected from the screen. Thus he is not confused
by seeing old choices. And Once he has entered seven of the choices the
program adds the only remaining choice for him. The alternatives are
again displayed, but this time in the order he specified, allowing him
to see his answer in a meaningful format.

The other major factor favoring the use of displays is their speed.
Given the kinds of printing and display terminals available at IMSSS,
the slowest display terminal is still four times faster than the fastest
printing terminal. These fast-printing terminals tend to be less
reliable than the display terminals and are more expensive to operate.
The most reliable printing terminal is the model 33 teletype. However,
at best, it is only one-eleventh as fast as the display terminals.
Under the conditions least favorable to a display terminal, it can still
display seven lines of text in less time than it takes a printing
terminal to type out two. The difference is not merely quantitative,
since it allows a radically different program design, e.g., the
inclusion of an interactive HELP system.

Example: If the counselee is browsing through the information in
the JOBS module, ICS begins by displaying the names of the occupational
clusters. When one of these clusters has been selected, ICS displays
descriptive names of the careers within it. The counselee then selects
the one of greatest interest to him, or he can return to select another
cluster.

Here is what the counselee sees when he is using ICS to browse
through the job descriptions: Once he is in the JOBS module he gives
the SHOW command and the program displays the following text on his
screen:
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JOBS
There are currently 25 Occupation Groups to choose from.

(1 ) Administrative (2) Clerical
(3) Bookkeeping Accounting (4) Social Research & Planning
(5) Engineering & Design (6) Laboratory
(7) Mechanics (8) Building Maintenance
(9) Agricultural & Forestry (10) Construction
(11 ) Food Products (12) Textile and Apparel
(13) Timber Products (14) Graphic Arts
(15) Metal Working (16) Electricity & Electronics
(17) Other Production (18) Transportation
(19 ) Stock Control (20) Sales
(21) Food Service (22) Health Service
(23) Social Service (24) Protective Service
(25) Art and Entertainment

Social service occupations provide direct services to people. Their
primary function is to enhance the personal development of
individuals through teaching, counseling, etc. You can learn more
about this cluster by looking at the descriptions for these
occupations,:

View group number (press ESC to stop)U 23

JOBS

(1) Counselors
(3) Psychologists
(5) Social Service Aides
(7) Clergy
(9) Elementary & Secondary Teachers
(11) Child Care Workers
(13) Recreation Leaders

Social Service

(2) Caseworkers
(4) Social Service Specialists
(6) Lawyers
(8) University & College Teachers
(10) Education Program Specialists
(12) Recreation Program Directors
(14) Recreation Aides

View job number (* FOR all, press ESC to stop)U

The above is a typical example of a place in lCS where the
counselee is expected to type a number. The choices and numbers are
clearly displayed at the moment they are needed. This seems less
tedious than asking the counselee to type in the name of the group he
wishes to see, which is the alternative we considered. The latter
approach would allow the use of the guessing procedures, but even so the
counselee would need to do more typing than is currently the case. And
an error results in no great harm. If the number he types is outside
the allowable range, the program simply gives him a chance to try again,
and if he types a number he did not intend, the program just displays
the undesired text (which happens quite rapidly), and then redisplays
the available options.

Instead of looking at all 212 job titles to find something he is
interested in, the counselee first selects a cluster to look at. He is
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then presented with a manageable list of jobs to pick from. Since all
of this happens quickly, if he doesn't find anything interesting he can
go back and choose another cluster to look at. So it is easy to browse
in ICS.

A more subtle advantage to using displays is that ICS is designed
to retrieve the names of the clusters and careers from the existing
version of the data base. Since there is no handbook, there is no need
to produce a new one each time careers are added or removed. And there
is no possibility of the kind of problem that occurs when the counselee
does not have the proper version of the handbook--he may find codes for
jobs that have been removed, and he cannot access information concerning
new jobs which have been added (since he cannot look up the codes). So
it is easier to maintain a current data base for a display-oriented
guidance system.

Display terminals help to reduce tedium since the counselee spends
very little time waiting for something to happen. The counselee decides
when to continue, so ICS cannot proceed too quickly. This way it
becomes easy to produce a program that paces the presentation of
material according to each counselee's needs of the moment: fast when
he is skimming, slow when he wishes to examine the material carefully,
or anywhere in between. The counselee sets the pace--not the machine.

To summarize the advantages of display terminals: They are faster,
quieter, and require less maintenance than printing terminals. Because
they are faster it is feasible to display much more text at the terminal
than would be reasonable with a printing terminal. It is also possible
to produce dynamic displays in a way that is impossible using a printing
terminal. These advantages allow the program to use a simpler command
language, reduces the tedium of searching through long lists to look up
arbitrary codes, simplifies the task of making the program pace itself
to the counselee, facilitates the construction of an effective, easy-to
use help system, and makes possible a design that simplifies the
maintenance of the data base and documentation.

The major drawback of display terminals is that it becomes more
difficult to supply each counselee with relevant printed information.
This is largely compensated for by the fact that the counselee can be
supplied with only relevant information. With a printing terminal the
counselee walks away with too complete a record of his interactions at
the terminal--including commands typed, error messages, job descriptions
that did not interest him, and other information that is not relevant
once he has finished using the computer but that is interspersed with
th" information he would like to have. Currently, ICS is weak in
supplying printed materials to the counselee. However, this is not
difficult to remedy, as we discuss in Chapter IV.
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11.3 Programming Factors in the Design of ICS

In the previous section we discussed the human factors considered
in designing the Individualized Counseling System (ICS). We now turn to
more technical considerations in the program's design. In addition to
the very important human factors d~sign goals, there were three other
design goals established for the program:

The design was to be flexible, facilitating changes and extensions.

The design was expected to facilitate the collection of data on the
program's usage and performance, and to do so with minimal interference
to the quality of the services it delivers.

The design was to facilitate the tasks of debugging and maintaining
the program.

FLEXIBILITY

Experience in developing computer-assisted instructional courses at
the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences (IMSSS)
over the past 15 years has shown that such programs tend to grow in size
and complexity with time. If this is not taken into account at the
beginning, a program can become nearly unmanageable within one or two
years. Major programming efforts are then required to rewrite and
restructure the program so that it remains usable and effective.
However, a careful and flexible design facilitates making changes in the
program without requiring major revisions.

After choosing the programming language in which to write ICS, the
most important design decision was to make ICS a highly modularized
program. A major advantage of this approach is that it permits a large
program to be written as if it were a' series of smaller programs, each
with its own set of global variables, its own data structures, etc. In
addition, it is convenient and useful to write "utility" modules which
provide services for the other modules. For example, all of the input
and output (I/O) functions in ICS reside in a single module and the
other modules perform their I/O by calling these functions with the
appropriate arguments.

This modularity considerably increases the flexibility of the
program. To add a major new feature, it need only be designed. Then it
can be coded almost as a separate entity. Provided that the "utility"
modules provide good general services, it is a simple task to interface
the new module to the main program. For example, if the module requires
several commands to allow the counselee proper control of its features,
the command scanning for ahem can be done by the utility module that was
designed to to just that.

8This also has the advantage of insuring that the command scanning
is done the same way in each part of the program, which helps to achieve
some of the human factors goals described in the preceding section.
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Each of the major portions of ICS as seen from the counselee's
viewpoint is implemented as a separate module, i.e., there is a module
f or TOP LEVEL, EXPLORE, JOBS, and HELP. There are several utility
modules as well: 10 contains the basic input and output routines needed
by the other modules, COMAND contains the functions needed to parse the
counselee's commands to the program, and HIST contains the functions
that read and write the counselee's history records. In addition, there
are separate modules containing the global variables and data structures
shared among several modules. The existence of these modules precludes
the problems typically associated with attempting to maintain two or
more parallel sources.

The EXPLORE questionnaire is prepared separately from the main
program using a special-purpose author language, QUAL (described in the
next section). This makes it a very simple process to revise the
questionnaire or even to produce two versions of the program which are
identical except that they use two differently worded questionnaires.

The other major step that we have taken to insure that ICS is easy
to extend or to revise is to prepare the model of the job information
data base separately from the main program. This is also discussed in
the next section.

FACILITATING DATA COLLECTION

In our review of the major computer-assisted vocational guidance
systems currently in use, we noted that none of them appeared to provide
significant facilities for studying their performance on a regular
basis. Nor did they appear to be very useful tools for learning more
about the guidance process. Although time rlid not permit the inclusion
of many data collection facilities in the current version, the design
makes it a straightforward task to do so in the near future.

The existence of the questionnaire author language makes it easy to
design and run experiments to compare two different questionnaires while
holding all other factors constant. Additionally, this has resulted in
a design that would make it quite simple to add a small amount of code
to give the counselee a choice between two different quesgionnaires, for
example, one written in English and the other in Spanish.

The IMSSS computer system itself greatly facilitates data
collection in any program accessed via a student sign-on. Wherever the
program has data to be saved, it is only necessary to call a function
which immediately writes the data to a special area. This area is
maintained by the computer operator, with periodic dumps to magnetic
tape for long-term storage. In this way, the program does not have to

9The only nontrivial obs tacle to producing a bilingual version of
ICS is to obtain translations of the data base and the questionnaire.
Were translations available, only trivial extensions would be needed to
turn ICS into a bilingual program.
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manage any special data files, nor does the staff need to pay any
special attention once the data,.-saving calls have been inserted. They
can analyze the data at leisure without concern for ongoing maintenance.
This simplifies the day-to-day operation of ICS. In addition, since the
data,.-saving routines have been carefully coded for efficiency, data
collection performed by this facility will have only minimal impact on
the operation of the program.

The history records themselves are
interesting and useful data. For example,
and restore the counselees; answers to the
stored in the histories, providing a
responses.

FACILITATING DEBUGGING AND MAINTENANCE

also a natural source of
since the program must save

EXPLORE questions, these are
record of the counselees'

There are two ways in which the design and implementation of Ies
facilitates debugging and maintenance: by reducing the likelihood that
the programmer will make an error and by providing him (or her) with
good diagnostic information and tools.

A modular design reduces the likelihood of programmer errors.
Since each module is separate from the others, the programmer can
concentrate closely on the one currently being worked on. He has to
keep in mind much less information about the global structure of the
program while working on any particular part.

The SAIL programming language is provided with a very rich macro
facility. This has been used in a variety of ways to reduce the
likelihood of programmer errors, though we give only one example here.

The command interpreters for the one-word commands depend on two
tables. One contains the list of commands against which the counselee's
input is matched. Assuming that a match is found, the second table
contains the calIon the action for that command. Obviously, these two
tables must be maintained in parallel so that the program invokes the
proper action. To insure this, we use a macro to construct the tables.
The programmer simply types in a list of name and action pairs. By
carefully selecting good mnemonic names for the actions, it becomes easy
to note any discrepancies. The macro will also detect certain errors
and omissions, e.g., a command name that was entered without a
corresponding action.

The macro also counts and saves the total number of commands. This
is used in an error check made just before accessing the table of
actions. It will detect cases where the command scanner returned an
illegal table entry. Since the macro defines the number of entries, the
programmer cannot introduce an error by forgetting to change the error
check when a command is inserted or removed.

Once the first version of the macro was written and debugged it
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could be used as a template to write the other ones needed to implement
the one-word commands. The programmer merely copies it to the
appropriate module, changes some identifier names, and supplies the
appropriate list of pairs. This speeds up his work and since it is
simpler than constructing all of the tables by hand, it is again l"ss
prone to error.

In addition to preventing as many errors as possible, it is also
necessary to locate and fix the ones that do happen. To assist in this
process, there are many points in the program where it checks that the
processing is proceeding correctly. An example is the error checking
performed each time the command scanner returns a table index. If an
error is detected, the program generates a message to send to an error
file. The information includes the name of the module and procedure
that detected the error, a description of the problem, and any other
information about the current state of the program that may help the
programmer find the error. The program also informs the counselee of
the error, printing a message that will be understandable to the layman.
In most such cases it is also possible to make a recovery from the
error, e.g., by gracefully returning from the procedure that detected
it.

One of the best examples of this technique is an error check in the
procedure that selects the next EXPLORE question to ask the counselee.
A pointer to this question must be saved and restored by the history
module as well as updated in EXPLORE. A check was included in EXPLORE
to insure that it indeed pointed to a valid question record. Since the
procedure that allows the counselee to change an answer or to answer a
question out of sequence sets this particular pointer when the counselee
answers the priorities question, the error message to the counselee told
him that the program could not find the next question and suggested he
use the CHANGE command to answer the priorities question. Then he could
use the ASK command after that. And indeed, during the field trials we
discovered a programmer error that caused the history routine to fail to
save the pointer under certain very special circumstances. Because of
the error message sent to the programmer it was easy to locate the
problem. But even during t:he few hours during which it existed, the
counselees were able to work around it quite well when they followed the
instructions provided by the error message.

We have written a special procedure to replace the standard SAIL
error-handling procedure. SAIL itself detects a wide variety of errors
which may surface during the operation of a program. However, the
information it supplies is usually not very helpful unless the error
occurs in the presence of a programmer who can invoke a debugging
routine and examine the state of the program. This is obviously
impossible when the counselee is working at a remote site. The routine
we have written to replace it sends a message to the error file along
with some general information which often helps the programmer locate
the error. It also saves the counselee's history (protecting him
against loss of any significant amount of work) and tells him that an
error has occurred. It then attempts an automatic recovery. If it
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succeeds, the counsel"e can c?"tinue using facilities unrelated to the
problem area. If it fails, he is logged off since the program is in a
very uncertain state. . Even in the latter case the counselee can
immediately sign on al\ain,and the program will use the copy of the
history record saved at the time the error was first detected. Because
a message was sent to the error file, the programmer has a firm
indication that something is wrong and some idea of the symptoms, even
if the counselee does not report it or provides a garbled report via the
GRIPE command.

The modularization of ICS contributes to the process of debuggin!';
and maintenance. Since each module is largely isolated from the others,
it is almost always easy t? pinpoint the .location of a problem. In most
ca"es the programmer can ~1.lickly begin to concentrate on a particular
module•. An additional advant;age is that once the problem is located and
a solution written, the programmer will only need to recompile and test
a single module. All of this speeds up the debugging.

We have also paid careful attention to documenting the desi!';n and
implementation. Most of the pr~ceduresare supplied with a comment
describing what they do and how they do it, along with information about
potential sourses of problems., In addition, most of the program
statements themselves are supplied with comments, indicating their role
in performing the task at hand. There is also general documentation on
each module. This gives the programmer an overview of the design and
implementation which is a valuable supplement to the more specific and
detailed internal comments.

Finally, SAIL has al\ood high-level debugging facility, BAIL. This
allows a programmer to trace the program execution or suspend execution
at any desired point, examine any relevant variables, and then either
continue normal program flow or execute SAIL statements one at a time.
In addition, it allows access to DDT, a good assembly-language debugging
tool for more difficult cases.

11.4 An Overview of the ICS. Modul"s

In this section we briefly discuss the various modules that form
the Individualized Counseling System. We begin with the utility modules
that support the others and then discuss the main modules.

The Display and Input/Output Modules

The display module was written at the Institute to allow the
writing of device-independent display programs. It provides a series of
basic display operations implemented for each kind of display terminal
currently in use at IMSSS. For example, the display package provides
commands to emphasize text. The precise way in which this is done
depends on the terminal. But the programmer need only request the
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emphasis. The details are handled by the display package. A further
advantage is that if the Institute acquires a new kind of display
terminal, the display package will be updated to support it and no work
will need to be done on existing programs to permit them to operate
effectively on the new terminal.

The Input/Output (I/O) module contains a variety of functions to
provide a range of services to the other modules. Input services
include the routines that access files read by the program, the one that
allows the counselee to send messages to the staff, the routines that
request confirmation from the counselee, and a variety of procedures
that obtain type-in from the counselee and then process it, e.g., by
converting· it to uppercase text and removing any leading or trailing
spaces or tabs. This permits the routines that process or interpret the
type-in to be coded more simply and effic:i.ently since they can assume
this preprocessing. There is also a variety of output routines. Some
of these include special display functions, such as setting the top line
of the screen (used to help the counselee keep track of his location
within ICS) and clearing a block of the screen--the programmer simply
provides the starting line and the number of lines to clear, Others
open and display the news file and perform similar tasks. Additionally,
the error-reporting and recovery procedures reside in the I/O module.

The Command Scanner Module

The main procedure in this module is used to obtain and process a
command from the counselee. To invoke it, the programmer supplies the
prompt to be typed out on the terminal and the name of the array that
contains the list of stored commands. The routine waits for type-in
from the ~ounselee and provides some supporting services. For example,
if the counselee ty:pes a"?", the routine will print out the list of
available commands. 10 In the process of interpreting the counselee's
command, this routine will invoke the various stages of the guessing
process as they are needed.

The guessing process is implemented ,as a set of procedures. For
example, one procedure checks to see if the counselee's input is a
substring of one of the commands. If it reports that the command is
ambiguous, another procedure is used to inform the counselee and request
more type~in from him.

To assist in obtaining a smooth flow of control in the program, the
command scanning module also has a series of small procedures that are
invoked when the command scanner has seen a control command requesting a
move from the current module to another. These perform a few operations

lONote that since this is the actual list against which .the
counselee's commands will be compared, should a typographic error on the
part of the programmer occur, so that the documentation and reality
differ, the counselee can detect this and he may be able to tell what to
type to have the program accept his command.
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that insure that the top-level command scanner will receive the kind of
input it needs to properly dispatch the counselee to the desired module.

The History Management Module

An important design feature of ICS is that it saves all pertinent
information about a given counselee so that he or she can make good use
of the sys tem over a period of time. This is done by saving the
information in a format that 1s readable by both the program and humans.

there were several problems which had to be solved in implementing
a history file scheme. the student log-in system at IMSSS is
specifically designed to work well for courses offered at St.anford
University. In particular, it works best for classes of 100 or fewer
students i.ho are. enrolled for at least ten weeks. However, in ICS we
have large numbers of counselees using the program for short periods Qf
time. This could have posed serious administrative problems, both for
ICS and for the IMSSS student system as a whole. .The scheme described
here is designed to solve this problem while insuring a careful handling
of student history records.

There are a small and stable number of guidance counselors, so ICS
fits into the IMSSS student executive system by making a "class" for the
counselors. Each counselor is assigned a student number. Counselees

. gain access to the system by performing a standard student sign-on using
the counselor's number/name and then typing in their own names.

There are three files per counselor that are used to maintain the
history records:

The consolidated file contains a history record for each counselee.
This file is always opened in read-only mode, since files that are
opened in write or append mode are more subject to loss in the event of
a computer failure.

The daily file contains the most recent history record for each
counselee who has completed a work session in ICS during the current
day. This includes both old and new users of ICS. A copy of the
history record is appended to the daily file at the end of the session,
since appending to a file is safer than writing on it.

The name file contains the list of currently active counselees and
a pointer for each name indicating the location of the most up-to-date
version of the history record. Each time a counselee successfully
begins a work session with ICS a new version of this file is made, and
the pointer indicates that the user is currently working. At the end of
the session, the name file is overwritten and the pointer for this user
will indicate where the history record is stored in the daily file. In
addition, while a counselee is logged onto the computer there is a
fourth file that is used to make updates as the history record changes
during the work session.
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The Top Level Module

This module is the smallest of the main modules. It contains the
procedures that perform the necessary initializations needed to begin a
work session at the terminal, e.g., clearing the display screen, calling
the history file routine (which obtains the counselee's name and reads
in the old history file), and checking to see if the counselee has a
message from the staff (and if so, reading it to him).

Like the other main modules, it has a command level (though unlike
the others, there are no subcommands). From the counselee's viewpoint
it is simpler than command level for the other main modules. But from
the programmer's vantage, it is more complex. It must handle direct
commands from the counselee when he is at TOP LEVEL. Additionally, when
the counselee gives a command to switch control from one module to
another, the current module saves the counselee's reques t and returns
control to the top level. The top-level command routine must detect
this and invoke the new module desired by the counselee. This gives the
effect of moving directly between modules--but without the severe
programming problems whicll would arise if ICS actually did allow each
module to invoke another.

The final procedure located in the top-level module is a very
special one. It performs a series of initializations that need to be
done only once each time a new version of the running program is made.
This includes setting internal variables to values other than the normal
defaults supplied by SAIL itself. But it also includes some very
specialized tasks such as checking and building in the proper version of
the questionnaire. One way of looking at this is that at one stage of
the process, ICS is actually a program that automatically writes and
produces the final program that is given to the counselee.

The Help Module

Command level for this module allows the counselee to perform any
of the administrative functions '1nd to move to '1ny other main module.
In '1ddition, the counselee c'ln invoke 'I procedure that will displ'ly the
list of aV'lilable help topics. Once inside this procedure, he submits
his request and the '1ppropri'lte procedure displ'lys the help text.

The Questionn'lire Module

Except for JOBS, the EXPLORE module is the most complex in ICS. We
will first discuss the global data structures in EXPLORE, and then
consider the organiz'ltion of the module.

11In special cases, one module may use a procedure located in
another, but control never passes to the command level of the second
module.
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The questionnaire that is administered is stored as a series.·. of
SAIL records. Three classes of records are used; Group (for the groups
of questions), Que~t (~or the, various portions of each individual
question), and Resp (for the individual responses to each of the
questions). In addition, there is a chain of AskNxt records used to
keep tr.ack of the order in which the. questions are to be asked (recall
that this is indirectly under the counselee's control on the basis of
his answer to the priorities question).

There ar.e .thre" factors contributing to the complexity of. the data
structure. First, .each question is divided into several distinct parts,
each of which must be manipulated separately, but with a result which is
harmonious and pleasing to the eye. Second, some of the complexity is
occasioned by.the. desire to avoid. dumping a COpy of the questionnaire
records each tiIll.e a history file save is done. The questionnaire is not
particularly large, so the time-space tradeoff in EXPLORE generally
favors time. Thus .the module maintains a significant amount of
information in co.re that could. be calculated when needed, but with some
loss .of run...Ume efficien~

When the progr'lm reads in the ques£ionnaire records they are
ex"mined and. some of the information is stored in global arrays and
variables to facilitate communication within .the EXPLORE module its.elf
and with the output routines that manipulate the display.

At the time the counselee requests a question from EXPLORE and
EXPLORE knows which one to ask, a prpcedure is called .to set up the
question. It sets certain variables, e.g., the total number of
responses to the current questiol1. It also clears, arrays that areu,sed
to store partial answers ,and that indicate wh"ther or not the counselee
has. already included a particular. response in his answer. These are
needed for questions allowing multiple responses.

Other global variables facilitate passing information between
procedures. In particular, there is an array for storing short
r~presentationsoftheo,cou:nl:;el,ee'8 answers to,9uestions so that he can
be reminded of his, old answer when deciding wheth.er or not to "hange the
answer to a qu.e~tion and when actually doing so.

We now turn to the organization of the EXPLORE module

There are four main procedures corresponding to the four EXPLORE
specific .commands:

DESCRIBE is the simplest. It simply prints a brief description. of
the commands. This way the counselee does not have to go to the HELP
system to get a general idea of what to do.

ASK uses the AskNxt records to determine which question to ask

12Should the quesUonnaire become considerably larger, it might
become necessary to favor space more than time.
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next. It is slightly clever, skipping over questions that have already
been asked. Such cases can arise when the counselee has made some
change, either in the priorities question or by answering some question
out of sequence using the CHANGE command.

There are three separate procedures used to obtain an answer to a
question, depending on the type of response needed.

The simplest is GetOne, which is used when the counselee is
required to select exactly one of the choices. It simply checks to see
if the letter corresponds to a possible response, and if so invokes the
answer-saving procedure (Which sets a global array read by the history
saving routines and calls the' procedure in the JOBS module which updates
the model of the counselee). It also saves the appropriate "short
answer" to the question for use by the SHOW and CHANGE commands.

GetAII, which requires the counselee to type in all of the
available choices (as in the priorities question), is more complex. The
counselee is allowed to type in one or more letters at a time. Invalid
letters and repetitions are ignored. The corresponding responses are
removed from the screen and the routine loops until all of the possible
responses have been included. It then displays the responses again,
this time in the order specified by the counselee. If he confirms his
choice, the answer is saved. Otherwise, it starts over, allowing the
counselee to answer again.

GetAny, which expects anywhere from one to all of the possible
responses, is the mos t complex. The counselee types in one or more
letters. Then, unless he has included all (or all but one) of the
possibilities, he is asked if he wishes to include any more. If his
response is yes, the ones already selected are removed from the screen
and he adds more to the list. When he answers no, the list of those he
included is displayed and confirmation is requested. If confirmed, the
anSwer is saved, otherwise the routine starts over.

Enough information is stored in the questionnaire records to allow
EXPLORE to determine which of the routines to use for each question.
This means that changes in the questionnaire do not require any changes
in the EXPLORE module (unless, of course, a new kind of question were
included) •

~ begins by asking the counselee for a group name. It prints
the remark for the current group and then prints each question within
the group. If the ques tion has been answered, the answer is also
displayed. The format varies with the kind of answer required for that
question.

CHANGE displays the group names and prompts the counselee for a
name. If there is only one question in the group, the routine simply
asks it. Otherwise the list of headers is displayed along with the
short forms of any old answers, and the counselee is asked which one he
wishes to answer. After the counselee answers, the procedure loops--if
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there was only one question in
wishes to change another group.
level; if yes, it starts over.

The Job Information Module

the group, it asks if the counselee
If no, it exits to EXPLORE command

This is the most complex module in ICS since it accesses the
information in the career information data base, constructs the model of
the counselee, and matches it with the model of the data base to decide
which jobs to suggest to the counselee. In addition, the counselee is
permitted to access the information directly so that he can browse.

The command. level procedure is quite similar to the ones in the
HELP and EXPLORE . modules. The remaining procedures divide into four
categories: the. prOcedures tl)4t directly access the information in the
career data base, those that construct the model of the counselee, those
that match it against the model of the database, and those that allow
the counselee to invoke or control the matching process.

When the counselee gives the SHOW (JOB GROUPS) command, he invokes
a procedure that. begins by finding and displaying the titles of the
various career clusters, along with numbers.. He is then asked fora
number, and if it is a valid one, the prO<oedure finds the individual job
titles for that cluster. and displays them with numbers. The counselee
types the. number for the job he wishes to see. The. program calculates
the actua~ job n\1mber (which is a page number within the data-base
file). This job nU!Dber is passed to. the procedure that displays the
-information, one screen at a time uIl~il coml'Jete. Control returns to
the top level of the display job routine so that the counselee can look
at another job in the same cluster if he wishes. If he does not,
control returns to the routine that displays the clusters and he can
pick another cluster to examine.

The procedures that construct the m9delof the counselee are called
from the ffPLORE module e4ch time he answers or changes an answer to a
question. In this way, the construc.tion of the model proceeds by
degrees. It is always current, avoiding the delay and extra processing
that would be necessary if the model were updated only when the
counselee indicated that he wanted the program to make job suggestions.
This model parallels the model constructed .for each job in the data base
(see .below) •.

The MATCH Network

The program includes a network representation of the infor!Dation in
the career information data base relevant to the model of the counselee

13They will also be called by
the counselee's answers from
initialization phase of the sign-on

the history
a previous
procedure.

routine, which restores
session during the
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constructed from his answers to the questionnaire. This network allows
the program to make intelligent choices in selecting the available jobs
the counselee might be interested in. Since there are a large number of
ways in which the information supplied by the counselee can be used, the
network structure within the data base has been designed to be as
flexible as possible. Among other things, this facilitates quick
changes in the classifications of jobs without having to alter the
program itself. To increase the flexibility further, the job
classification structure is stored on the same file as the text.

The job classifications correspond to the structure of the
questionnaire. This structure is basically an outline, with bits
assigned to each position as specified by two or three characters (e.g.,
Ai or Hlc). The character codes are defined and assigned in the NETWRK
module (an assembly-language file coded in FAIL for efficiency in this
important part of the program). At assembly time for the NETWRK module,
an outline structure is defined and bit numbers assigned to each node of
the structure. This assembled code is then used by the ICSORt program
when building the data base and by rcs when accessing the data base.
There is a SAIL-compatible subroutine to return the bit number
associated with· a set of characters, so that only the NETWRK module
needs be changed to increase the number of outline nodes. This means
that ICS itself does not have to know the exact bit number for a
classification, only its outline character code. Nodes can be added as
needed wi thout changing other parts of the program. The jobs are
classified on the text files by typing in the appropriate
classifications at the head of the page containing the text of that job
description. The ICSORT program uses this string to build up two
structures on the data-base file containing the information as sorted by
job and by classification. The end result is that ICS has at its
disposal a set of bits for each job. The bit position for each outline
node is set to 1 if that classification was contained in the job
description header. There is also a set of bits for each classification
that has a bit set to 1 for each job that fits in that classification.
This provides a powerful means of quickly determining what jobs are
selected or rejected by the counselee's desires or capabilities in the
area of a specific classification.

The job classification bits are contained in three-word blocks
indexed by job number beginning on page 16 of the data--base file. The
job block also contains the (group/job within group) number that allows
accessing the job description within the data base. The job block
contains an abbreviated string pointer to the job name string, which is
stored locally to allow the name to be displayed by the MATCH function.
The size of the job block can easily be increased to allow more
classification bits. The following is a graphic representation of the
current scheme:
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'20000+JobN*3

Job Block

Job Classification bits (1 if selected)

'20000+JobN*3+1 Job Bits (cont.'d) Grp/ job

'20000+JobN*3+2 Compact string pointer to Job name

The "lassifi"ation job bits are contained in eight-word blocks on
page 32 of the program-readable data-base file. These blocks contain a
set of bits specifying which jobs are flagged for the classification,
indexed by the classification bit number. 1I0rd 0 of the block contains
a count of the number of bits turned on in that block. 1I0rds 1-6
contain the bits themselves,with the bit position corresponding to the
job number that contains the classification. There is currently enough
room to increase the number of jobs in the data base by about 20% before
the size of. the block will have to be increased. Graphically, the
structure looks. like:

'40000+BitN*8

Classification Block

Bit on Count !

, 40000+BitN*8+l

, 40000+JobN*3+2

Classificati6nJob bits (1 if selected)

Job Bits (cont'd) -- Jobs 36 - 71

'40000+JobN*3+6 ! Job Bits (cont'd)
-----------------.

(Reserved for expansion) !

, 40000+JobN*3+7

The Matching Algorithms

(Reserved for expansion)

Since the implementation is much faster than we had anticipated
during the early stages of the project it is feasible to provide four
different algorithms for matching the model of the counselee obtained
from the questionnaire with the model of the data base:

A. First remove from consideration any jobs for which the
counselee has a strong dislike or which require some aptitude (such as
high verbal ability) that the counselee has stated is a weakness. The
remaining jobs are ranked according to the number of features they
possess that are strong likes or aptitudes of the counselee. Each job
receives a "*" if it requires some strong liking or aptitude. The jobs
are divided into groups according to the number of * 's assigned. 1£
there are more than 31 jobs in the top-ranking group, the counselee is
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informed that there are too many jobs to show him, and is told the
number of jobs that were in the top-ranking group. If there are less
than 31 jobs in the top ranking-group the program checks to see if the
total stays less than or equal to 31 when the jobs in the next highest
ranking group are added in. And it continues until it has the largest
possible number of jobs with positive features while not exceeding 31
total. 14 The selected job titles are displayed along with the number of
*'s assigned to each job. Additionally, the counselee is told how many
* 's are possible. Thus he can tell that if, say, 11 * 's are possible
for him but his "best" jobs only have 5 *'s or less, then nothing is
particularly close to his ideal. He can then discuss other
possibilities with his counselor.

B. Like A, except that any answers he has given to the ABILITIES
group of questions are ignored. This is because the ABILITIES group has
more influence on the results than any other.

C. Like A, except that the counselee is assumed to have given the
highest possible level for each ABILITIES question that he has already
answered; if he has not yet answered the question it is simply ignored.
This provides an easy way for the counselee to see how the job
suggestions will change if he improves weak abilities.

D. The final method subtracts a* from each job that requires some
feature for which the counselee has expressed a strong dislike. Again,
the jobs are divided into groups according to how many *'s they receive,
with the highest rated ones shown to the counselee. This method will
show jobs that have a large number of positive features but that would
be removed from consideration under method A.

In each of the four matching algorithms the questions on salary and
education require special treatment. The answers to the other questions
can reasonably be treated as representing a yes or no or indifferent
response. However, if the counselee states that he is willing to spend
four years in training after high school, we do not want to exclude jobs
requiring less training. And for salary, there are few people indeed
who would not be interested in jobs that started at a higher rate of pay
than they set as their minimum! So these questions are processed in a
way that insures that the program makes good use of the information
supplied by the counselee.

11.5 Auxiliary Programs Supporting ICS

The Questionnaire Author Language

To facilitate the construction and maintenance of the EXPLORE

14rhe choice of 31 is arbitrary: It is simply the number of job
titles that can be displayed on the screen at one time.
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ques~ionnaire we wro~e an au~hor language, called QUAL (for
QUes~ionnaire Au~hor Language) and a compiler for it. The compiler
produces bo~h a program-readable version of ~he ques~ionnaire and a
nea~ly forma~~ed file ~o assis~ in proofreading, etc. In addition, the
compiler does a considerable amount of checking to detect as many errors
as possible before the questionnaire is built into the program.

The kinds of questionnaires needed in vocational guidance differ in
several important respects from lists of multiple choice'questions
administered as tests or quizzes in standard classroom situations. The
most important difference is that in vocational guidance there are
normally no right or wrong answers. I5 So there is no "scoring" of the
questionnaire per 'se. As has already been seen; the application of the
information gathered by administering the questionnaire is quite
different from a standard academic situation. Since there 1S no
consideration of "right" or Hwrong"" and since we:'wish to"encourage
exploration, it is important to allow the counselee to change answers to
questions as frequently as he wishes.

Conceptually, and for programming purposes, a question is divided
into several par~s: a head, a list of responses, a tail, and a help
message. Each,response is treated separately. This makes it simpler to
manipulate responses individually within ICS. Details such as: ~he

numbering of the questions and, responses<,are taken care of by QUAL.
This frees the questionnaire author to concentrate on the important
tasks.

The author-language syntax is based on LISP."style S-expressionsand
is quite simple and compressed. We selected this kind of syntax because
experience in developing ,author languages at IMSSS has shown that the
syntax is easy to work with and the resulting language retains a
flexibility and extensibility that might be,lacking in a more algebraic
language. In addition, such languages have proven to be quite easy to
learn, and no :,previousprogr.amming- experience-:isnecessary.

QUAL makes no claims to being a programming, language, e.g." no
conditional operations are available aLall. This is in part because it
is a special-purpose language and in part because it is important to
distinguish between authoring and programming. The design of QUAL makes
it possible for an author to identify a new and desirable feature and
~hen turn t.oa programmer who will do the required programming tasks to
extend the language. This allows people wi~h exper~ise in ~he subjec~

ma~~er to produce ~he ques~ionnaire without ~he need ~o learn
progralllming. I~ also allows ~hecons~ructi.on of a language sui~ed ~o

~he ~ask, of designing and illlProving questionnaires, while doing~he

processing needed to adminis ter ~he ~es~ on' the computer in the mos ~
suitable programming language. Thus, while QUAL has a 'Very LISP-like
syn~ax, i~ is compiled by a program wri~ten in SAIL, which is a
procedure-orien~ed language.

I5The only case where there may be such questions is in a tes~
adminis~eredt.oassess some skill .or ability. ICS currently con~ainsno

such tests, th.ough ~hey are being considered for future use.
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Updating History Files

To complete the history-file scheme described earlier, we have
written an update program which is run once a day. This program can
remove the records for counseleeswho have not accessed ICS in the
preceding two months, saving copies of their histories on magnetic tape.
It merges the daily file into the consolidated file and updates the name
file by removing names of inactive users. Finally, it deletes the
temporary files that were created that day. It can be easily extended
to serve as a report program, noting the names of the counselees who
worked that day and reporting any other information contained in the
history records which is of interest to the staff or to the counselors.

Programs to Read and Format _the Data Base

Four programs were written to largely automate the production of
the data base used in JOBS from the material supplied by Eureka. The
first·. is a program that will read magnetic tapes written on a Hewlett
Packard HP-2000 system and copy their contents to disk files at IMSSS.

The
HPSORT.
language

first pass over the data base is
This program converts the format
into a standard text file.

performed by a program called
used by the BASIC programming

The second pass is performed by SPELL, a utility program which does
spelling checking and correcting of text files. This eliminates most
spelling errors in the files.

The third passover the data base is performed by a program called
ICSCAN. This is a specialized text-formatting program designed to
produce text that can be neatly displayed. It performs a variety of
tasks. These include converting the text from upper case only to an
upper and lower case format, extending the line length from the 60
character limit needed in Eureka to a 75-character per line limit,
removing hyphens from words that were divided across lines and
reorganizing the individual job descriptions so that the kinds of
information available are presented in a standard format. It also
performs a variety of integrity checks on the data base, e.g., to detect
missing topics within job descriptions. A minimal amount of hand
editing is required to complete the formatting. This is to correct a
few subtle cases of capitalization missed by the program and to add the
network descriptors to the individual job descriptions.

The fourth and final pass is made by a program called ICSORT.
There are two files supplied by Eureka, one with the job cluster titles
and the job names, the other with the information about each individual
job. This program merges the two files into a program-readable file.
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It also processes the network descriptors to build the actual model of
the jobs data base. The result is a file containing all of the
information needed by the JOBS modul~.

The final auxiliary program is a stand-alone debugging version of
the JOBS module. This is used to check the data base without needing to
produce a new version of ICS. It contains a considerable amount of
extra code to facilitate error detection and .. reporting. Since this
checking need only be done once each time that the data base is modified
(a relatively infrequent occurrence), we avoid the penalty of including
large amour6's of code.in the JOBS module to detect errors in the data
.base file. Once all of the checking is complete, it is only necessary
to load a new version of the main program to include a revised version
of the model .. of the data base.

This completes our description of the Individualized Counseling
Sys tem and its supporting programs. The remainder of the report is
devo.ted to describiIlg the field trials and .their results.

16The JOBS module, of course, has error detection and recovery code
for its own operations. But we may safely omit code that merely detects
errors in the data base.
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Chapter III

Results

In this chapter we report the results of the field trials which
were held at Sequoia High School in Redwood City, California. Sequoia
High is located in an urban area approximately 20 miles south of San
Francisco. It has an enrollment of 2,107 students, one-third (702) of
whom are members of an ethnic minority--primarily Spanish-speaking and
black, but including many other minority groups. The students come from
a wide span of economic backgrounds, ranging from very poor to quite
wealthy. Because of its highly varied and representative student body,
Sequoia was an excellent location for the trials.

Equally important, Sequoia has a Career Center with a career
guidance specialist available most of the time. The counseling staff is
knowledgeable, enthusiastic, and open to new ideas. All of these are
important factors in insuring a good test of the program. It can be
difficult to make individualized instruction or guidance available in a
rigidly scheduled high school environment. The career guidance staff at
Sequoia has done much to solve this problem by maintaining a good
rapport with both teachers and administrators. So they have little
difficulty in obtaining permission to have students excused from class
to work at the Career Center. In addition, each class is given time
during the school year to work on career-planning activities. This
allows group work and does much to increase the students' awareness of
the facilities that are available.

The Career Center is located in· a small building on the campus. It
is well lighted, spacious, and comfortable. It provided an excellent
location for the terminal and telephone line--readily accessible when a
staff member was present and secure when one was not. The telephone
receiver was installed with a plug-in jack so that it could be stored in
a locked filing cabinet when a counselor was not present. This
eliminated most opportunities for unauthorized use of the telephone,
e.g., to place long-distance calls.

In addition, the Career Center staff found student volunteers to
assist the counselees in using the terminal. This removed much of the
burden of answering simple questions from the staff and allowed the
courtselees to ask questions of their peers rather than a more formidable
authority figure.

Thus we were fortunate enough to have access to a varied student
body, good physical facilities, and an enthusiastic and cooperative
staff of counselors. In the next section we report the numeric data
collected during the field trials and then the narrative data and
observations. Our conclusions are described in Chapter IV.
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IlI.1 Numeric Data

During the field trials a total of 79 people used the
Individualized Counseling System at least once. The average length of
use of the program at one session was. 14.8 minutes. If We remove any
times less than 3.. minutes (regarding this cas an insufficient amount of
time to make any significant use:.· of the program), the average time
increases to 17·.1 minutes. This is sufficient for most of the
counselees to answer the questions and use the matching facilities on a
single session at the terminal.

We did .not collect any statistics on the frequency with which
individual commands were used. However, we did record any changes that
the counselees made in their answers to questions. The answers
themselves were saved as a normal part of maintaining the history
records on each counselee. These records were used to establish the
following counts:

Used ICS
Answered all questions
Answered one or more (but not

all) of the questions
Answered no questions
Changed an answer to a

question
Answered one or more questions

out of sequence

REMARKS:

Number of
counselees

79
43

7

29
14

3

% of total

100.0
54.4
8.9

36.7
17.7

3.8

One counselee answered only the first question.
Two counselees changed answers to questions they had already answered in
addition to answering questions out of sequence.

The remaining data in this section consist of summaries of how the
counselees responded to the questions in the EXPLORE module. To
facilitate examining these tables we have included a paraphrase of the
question along with the possible responses. See Appendix A for the
exact wording of the questions and responses.
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. PRIORITIES

1. The following is a list of KINDS of questions you will be asked:

A. Physical limitations. E.g., handicaps, ability to do heavy lifting.
B. How long you are willing to go to school or spend in training.
C. Where you want to work. E.g., indoors/outdoors, country/city.
D. What kinds of things you do well. E.g., your ability to work with

your hands, your ability to work with numbers.
E. Your preferences about working with things.
F. Your preferences about working with information.
G. Your preferences about how you like to work with people.
H. Your minimum acceptable starting salary.

Answer by listing the letters A-H in the order that YOU feel these
are important to you.

(50 responses)

A B C D E F G H
Choice

1st 5 11 5 8 5 1 7 8
2nd 3 7 10 12 5 1 4 8
3rd 7 8 11 8 5 4 4 3
4th 2 6 6 12 7 7 4 6
5th 4 6 6 5 7 4 13 5
6th 4 3 6 2 8 17 7 3
7th 11 3 2 3 7 11 6 7
8th 14 6 4 0 6 5 5 10

* 273 190 194 162 246 282 232 229

* = Sum of choice position times frequency.

In order of sum of choice position times frequency the responses were:
D B C H G E A F

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

Can you do heavy work? (46 responses)

II of responses % of total

A. I can and I am willing. 8 17.4
B. I can but I don"t want to. 22 47.8
C. I can't. 12 26.1
D. Don"t know. 4 8.7
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How w"l,lcan you s",,? (46 responses)

If of responses % of total

A. Probl"ms not corr"ctable with lenses. 2 4.4
B. Farsight"d (corr"ctabl,,). 3 6.5
C. N"arsight"d (correctable) • 9 19.6
D. Probl"ms (corr"ctabl" with lens"s) • 6 13.0
E. Exc"ll"nt vision. 26 56.5

Ar" you d"af or mute? (46r"spons"s)

A. Yes (not corr"ctable or mut,,).
B. Hard of hearing (corr"ctabl,,).
C. No s"rious probl"ms.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

If of responses

1
1

44

% of total

2.2
2.2

95.6

How long, AT MOST, ar" you willing to sp"nd .in school or training
(including schooling or training you alr"ady hav,,)? (48 r"spons"s)

If of r"spons"s

A. Nosp"cial schooling/training. 1
B. High school or "quival"nt. 1
C. On" year of training aft"r high school. a
D. Two or thr"" years aft"r high school. 3
E. Four y"ars (".g. a B.A. d"gr",,). 7
F. Any amount n""ded (".g. graduat" school). 36

LOCATION

% of total

2.1
2.1
0.0
6.2

14.6
75.0

In what part of the country ar" you willing to work? (46 r"spons"s)

A. Only in this g"n"ral area.
B. Anywh"r" in th" state.
C. Anywh"r" in th" country.

If of r"spons"s

17
7

22

% of total

37.0
15.2
47.8

What siz" community ar" you willing to work in?
(first choic" only; 46 r"spons"s)

If of respons"s % of total

A. A big city.
B. A small city.
C. A town.
D. Rural ar"a.
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2
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43.5
39.1
4.4
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What are your feelings about indoor and outdoor work? (46 responses)

A. Prefer mostly indoors.
B. Prefer mostly outdoors.
C. Either is acceptable.

APTITUDES

It of responses

11
5

30

% of total

23.9
10.9
65.2

How good are you at doing detail work with your hands? (49 responses)

# of responses % of total

A. Excellent. 10 20.4
B. Very good. 16 32.7
C. Fairly good. 17 34.7
D. Fairly poor. 4 8.2
E. Don't know. 2 4.1

How do you rate yourself at checking written work for accuracy?
(48 responses)

A. Excellent.
B. Very good.
C. Fairly good.
D. Fairly poor.
E. Don't know.

It of responses

14
11
18

3
2

% of total

29.2
22.9
37.5
6.2
4.2

Are you good at using words? (48 responses)

It of responses % of total

A. Excellent.
B. Very good.
C. Fairly good.
D. Fairly poor.
E. Don't know.

11
20
14

1
2

22.9
41.7
29.2
2.1
4.2

How do you rate yourself in basic arithmetic? (48 responses)

It of responses % of total

A. Excellent. 21 43.8
B. Very good. 10 20.8
C. Fairly good. 15 31.2
D. Fairly poor. 2 4.2
E. Don't know. 0 0.0
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How are you at learning to do new things? (48 responses)

II of responses % of total

A. Excellent.
B. Very good.
c. Fairly good.
D. Fairly poor.
E. Don't know.

THINGS

18
21

8
1
o

37.5
43.8
16.7
2.1
0.0

Do you like to do precision work with things? (47 responses)

A. Would like.
B. Willing to consider.
C. Would NOT like.
D. Don't know.

II of responses

16
13
13

5

% of total

34.0
27.7
27.7
10.6

Do you like to operate machinery? (47 responses)

II of responses % of total

A. Would like.
B. Willing to consider.
C. Would NOT like.
D. Don't know.

11
16
18

2

23.4
34.0
38.3

4.3

Do you like to handle materials? (47 responses)

II of responses %of total

A. Would like.
B. Willing to consider.
C. Would NOT like.
D. Don't know.

INFORMATION

11
16
16

4

23.4
34.0
34.0
8.6

Do you like interpreting information? (44 responses)

II of responses % of total

A. Would like.
B. Willing to consider.
C. Would NOT like.
D. Don't know.

43

22
15

7
o

50.0
34.1
15.9
0.0



Do you like to collect information, put it together, and use it with
some understanding? (44 responses)

A. Would like.
B. Willing to consider.
C. Would NOT like.
D. Don't know.

II of responses

22
12

7
3

% of total

50.0
27.3
15.9
6.8

Do you like to copy, sort, and put information together (e.g. copying,
typing)? (44 responses)

A. Would like.
B. Willing to consider.
C. Would NOT like.
D. Don't know.

II of responses % of total

14 31.8
10 22.7
20 45.5

0 0.0

PEOPLE

Do you like to help a person solve a problem by giving advice?
(45 responses)

A. Would like.
B. Willing to consider.
C. Would NOT like.
D. Don't know.

II of responses

26
7

10
2

% of total

57.8
15.6
22.2
4.4

Do you like to negotiate or talk things over with people?
(44 responses)

II of responses % of total

A. Would like.
B. Willing to consider.
C. Would NOT like.
D. Don't know.

18
10
16
o

40.9
22.7
36.4
0.0

Do you like to teach or supervise other people? (44 responses)

II of responses % of total

A. Would like. 21 47.7
B. Willing to consider. 15 34.1
C. Would NOT like. 8 18.2
D. Don't know. 0 0.0

Do you like sales work or other kinds of work that involves persuading
people to do things? (44 responses)
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It of responses % of total

A. Would like. 7 15.9
B. Willing to consider. 7 15.9
C. Would NOT like. 27 61.4
D. Don't know. 3 6.8

Do you like to give assistance to people (e.g. by giving information)?
(44 responses)

A. Would like.
B. Willing to consider.
C. Would NOT like.
D. Don't know.

It of responses % of total

30 68.2
12 27.3

2 4.6
0 0.0

SALARY

What is the MINIMUM STARTING salary for a regular, full-time job
that you would be willing to accept? (45 responses)

A. The m1n~mum wage.
B. $500-$699/month.
C. $700-$999/month.
D. $1000-1249/month.
E. $1250 or more/month.
F. Salary is not important to me.
G. I am not sure at this time.

It of responses

o
7
8

11
9
3
7

% of total

0.0
15.6
17.8
24.4
20.0
6.7

15.6

Readability of the Job Descriptions

If the information contained in the job descriptions is to be
useful, it must, of course, be understood by the counselee. The data
base of job information is claimec:i to be readable at the eighth-grade
level. This is the maximum level that most of the guidance counselors
we talked to considered to be satisfactory if the system is to be useful
at the high school leve1. l However, there are indications that the
information is rather difficult to read. Specifically, we took a sample
of 11 job descriptions (a 5% sample) and used the Dale-Chall readability
formula to analyze them. This is the standard in the reading profession
and it is used by several major textbook pUblishers to insure that the
texts they are publishing are readable at the intended grade level. The
resultp are contained in the following table.

lThis is especially important if computerized guidance services are
to be made available to students who are performing below average in
school, quite possibly the"group of students who stand most in need of
high-quality guidance.
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JOB DESCRIPTION CRADE LEVEL
(Dale-Chall readability formula)

Educational administrators
Fish & wildlife specialists
Health therapists
Electricians
Automobile mechanics
Truck drivers
Lawyers
Painters
Meat cutters
Cashiers & bank tellers
Professional athletes

OVERALL AVERAGE GRADE LEVEL:

17.3
15.8
15.7
15.2
14.5
14.3
14.0
13.6
13.5
13.1
11.3

14.4

These results are much less favorable that we expected. We did not
pursue the matter because our main charge in this project was to develop
a program to deliver guidance services rather than to develop a data
base. And it is possible to make some criticisms of the applicability
of the Dale-Chall formula in the context of vocational guidance (see
Chapter IV). Nonetheless, the results indicate that it would be
useful for other investigators to make a closer study of the readability
of vocational guidance data bases.

llI.2 Narrative Data

The material in this section was obtained from messages sent by the
counselees using the CRIPE command. They sent a total of 65 messages.
Of these, 9 (13.8% of the total) were empty or contained blank lines
and/or strings of L's or Z's. We believe that these indicate
difficulties with typing the control commands, and we will discuss the
matter further in Chapter IV. The remaining 56 could be roughly
classified into four groups as follows: 8 requests for printed
materials, 13 reports of suspected program problems, and 35 comments
about the program or questions about ICS.

Of the 35 comments, we have included all those with any substantive
remarks below. 2 We have excluded requests for printed materials and
reports of program problems (with one or two exceptions, included to
give a sense of what they were like). They have been slightly edited,
primarily by removing extraneous information supplied by the program and
by removing any information that might identify the sender. The names
have been replaced by numbers within angle brackets, e.g., "John Doe"
might become <TWELVE>. Messages from the same individual are indicated

2In particular, the excluded ones did not contain any unfavorable
information.
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by using the same number for each. Extraneous blank lines have been
removed, and a little punctuation has been added. Otherwise they are
exactly as we received them. For example, the third message below
originally looked like

Date: 12 FEB 1978 1035-PST
From: 214-12 JOHN J. DOE
Subject: ***** I LIKE THIS SYSTEM. IT
To: Hackers

*****
I LIKE THIS SYSTEM. IT LETS ME FIND OUT WHAT I WANT TO DO IN LI
FE. PLEASE MAKE THIS SYSTEM AVAILABLE TO ALL SCHOOLS. THANKS. $
JOHN.

The word "LIFE" was divided across lines by the program. Since the
counselees sometimes forget to start a new line, the program does so for
them at an arbitrary point. This is simply to make it easier for the
staff members to read them.

Messages Sent ~ the Counselees

From: <ONE>

SHORT-CURCUIT YOURSELF, THEN GIVE ME LOAN OFFICERS-~-(1). NOW!!!

From: <ONE>

I A}! SORRY I YELLED AT YOU. IT WAS MY FAULT THAT I DID'NT
UNDERSTAND THE PROGRAM. THANKS FOR UNDERSTANDING. <ONE>.

From: <ONE>

I LIKE THIS SYSTEM. IT LETS ME FIND OUT WHAT I WANT TO DO IN LIFE.
PLEASE MAKE THIS SYSTEM AVAILABLE TO ALL SCHOOLS. THANKS.
<ONE>.

From: <TWO>

I aam not happy with my job matches
What went wrong

From: <THREE>

I went through the jobs, the match, the explore(answerd all the
questions),and found almost no job that I would come close to
liking or even thinking of trying. Do you think you have
enough jobs listed?
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From: <THREE>

Still not enough jobs on list--having trouble findin~ the
jobs people want to see. I think the job list is a little
bit too general.

From: <FOUR>

I think this machine is very handy to use and it will be very popularz
Thanks

From: <FOUR>

I WISH YOU WOULD GET MORE MODULES TO WORK WITH

From: <FOUR>

WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO GET MORE DIFFERENT MODULES
I REALLY WANT TO GETM INTO MORE THINGS
COULD YOU PLEASE INCLUDE THINGS ABOUT THE ENTERTAINMENT FIELD
I WOULD REALLY LIKE TO GET INTO THE DIFFERENT MODULES
I WORK THIS COMPUTER ALMOST EVERY DAY
THATl's WHY I WOULD LIKE TO SEE DIFFERENT MODULES
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR THIS COMPUTER
WE NEEDED IT

From: <FOUR>

WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE TO GET SOME INFORMATION ON THE PERFORMING ARTS
I AM REALLY INTERESTED IN THE PERFORMING ARTS

From: <FOUR>

COULD YOU PLEASE GET A PRINTED OUT SHEET OF THE CTL-COMMANDS?

From: <FOUR>

HI MIKE, THIS IS <FOUR> AND I JUST WANRTED TO THANK YOU
FOR THE COMPUTER.
THERE ARE ALOT OF KIDS USING THE COMPUTER AND THEY FIND THE
COMPUTER VERY INTERESTING AND SOME FIND IT CHALLENGING
THE COMPUTER IS CATCHING ON THROUGH THE SCHOOL
I JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW WHATl'S GOING ON
PLEASE EXCUSE THE LOUSY TYPING
I'LL SAY GOOD BYE NOW
THANKS FOR THE COMPUTER
P.S. I'M TRYING TO FIND A NAME FOR THE COMPUTER
RIGHT NOW I JUST CALL IT HARRY
BYE
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From: <FOUR>

JUST WANTED TO SAY THAT THIS COMPUTER GETS INTERESTING
EVERYDAY I USE IT

From: <FOUR>

Hi Mike,
This is <four> again. I just wanted to say hello and use
good old Harry again. I hope you got my message from
Friday. I've been fairly busy teaching new students how
to work Harry. I won't be needed once they get the hang
of it. I caught on fairly fast, but I'm still learning.
Are you able to answer the questions I ask
I hope I'm not being a bother by sending you a bunch
of messages all the time
Maybe you can write me sometimes when you have the ,time.
Well, I don't want to take up any more of your time.
Good-bye for now.
Sincerly,

<Four>

From: <FOUR>

Hello Mike,
Just wanted to say hello.
Harry is working just fine.
He does get tempermental at times.
One day, he didn't talk to anyone.
He just wouldn't say anything.
Sometimes he won't say anything, then there are times
he just babbles on and on.
How do I receive your messages?
Can I send messages to other people who use Harry?
How long does a message stay in my file?
How long does the information about me, stay in Harry?
Can any information about me be taken out by
anyone other than me?
Can I find out information about someone else
who uses Harry?
I have to go now.
Good-bye, <Four>

From: <FOUR>

MIKE,
AT ANY TIME, WILL THE COMPUTER HAVE BI-LINGUAL MODULES?
<FOUR>Z
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From: <FOUR>

MIKE,
MISSED YOUR MESSAGE BECAUSE THE COMPUTER WENT BY TOO, TOO FAST.
ANOTHER PERSON MISSED 'THEIR MESSAGE ALSO.
IF POSSIBLE, PLEASE SLOW THE COMPUTER DOWN.
THAT's ABOUT THE ONLY PROBLEM.
SINCERELY,

<FOUR>

From: <FOUR>

MIKE,
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR FIXING THE COMPUTER.
THE YOUNG MAN WHO LOST HIS MESSAGE TODAY WAS,
<TEN>, I THINK THAT'S HOW TO SPELL HIS FIRST NAME.
WOULD IT BE POSSIBLE TO REPEAT HIS MESSAGE?

SORRY ABOUT THE GOBBLY GOOP.

IT'S JUST NOT MY DAY.
THANKS FOR ALL THE HELP.
I'LL BE SENDING SOME-KIND OF MESSAGE EVERYDAY, HOPEFULLY
SINCERELY,

<FOUR>

From: <FOUR>

MIKE,
WHAT IS THE SELECT COMMAND IN THE JOBS MODULE FOR?
<FOUR>

From: <FOUR>

MIKE,
AS YOU KNOW, I TEACH THE KIDS HOW TO WORK THE MACHINE.
I SEE A LOT OF NAMES AND NUMBERS.
IF I FOUND OUT THE NAME AND NUMBER OF A FRIEND WHO ALSO USES
THE COMPUTER, WOULD I BE ABLE TO SEND THAT PERSON A MESSAGE?
IS IT POSSIBLE TO SCREW UP SOMEONE ELSES FILE IF YOU KNOW THE
NAME AND NUMBER?
I REALLY ENJOYED THE TALK WE HAD ABOUT THE COMPUTER THAT DAY.
THANK YOU FOR COMING DOWN.
COME AGAIN AND WE CAN TALK AGAIN.
THAT's if I AM AROUND.
THANKS AGAIN.
<FOUR>
P.S.
HOW DO YOU TELL WHO IS SENDING THE GRIPE IF THERE ARE TWO
PEOPLE WITH THESAME NAME?
THANKS
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From: <FIVE>

Hi Mike!
How are you
The computer here is working fine.
I have had lots of students ask me for help.
I like working with the computer so much that I have taken a
class working with computers for next year.
GOUDBY. <FI VE>

From: <SIX>

MIKE
I LIKE THIS PROGRAM VERY MUCH BUT THE CONSOLE SMOKES TOO MUCH.
DO YOU KNOW ANY OTHER COMPUTER BANK NUMBERS?

From: <SEVEN>

I THINK THAT YOU SHOULD HAVE MORE OF A SELECTION AND GIVE US
MORE QUESTIONS WITHOUT PUSHING THE ESC BUTTON

From: <EIGHT>

IN WHAT FIELD IS THERE GOING TO BE MORE OPPURTUNITY INTHE FUTURE?

From: <NINE>

WANT TO KNOW ABOUT CAREERS IN MY INTEREST FIELDS

From: <NINE>

WHAT ABOUT THE JOBS I CAN DO WITH THINGS

From: <NINE>

WHAT ABOUT THE DIFFERENT JOBS UNDER THINGS?

From: <TEN>

mike,
i dont like this program.

From: <TEN>

ASK
ASK QUESTION

I LIKE THIS PROGRAM
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From: <ELEVEN>

1 THINK THAT YOU SHOULD HAVE MORE INFORMATION ON CAREERS IN THE
MILITARY

From: <TWELVE>

MIKE,
WHAT 1 WANTED WAS THE PRINT OUT OF ALL THE WORK I
HAVE DONE.
<TWELVE>

In the next chapter we turn to a discussion of the above data.
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Chapter IV

Co.Delusions

We estimate that if the counselee is both anSwerin!\ the
questionnaire and taking time to browse through the career information,
two sessions at the terminal are normally required. Given a mean time
per session of !7. 2 minutes, about 34.2 minuteS per counselee is
required to make full use of the program with its current facilities.
If we add more features, e.g., informati,)U on colleges and
apprenticeships and information on the kind Of preparation needed for
different careers, the time needed will undoubtedly increase, with
perhaps as many as three sessions required fora full use Of the system.
This would require about 52 minutes, which is comparable to the figures
supplied by Eureka for the average amount of time required to use that
system. While it would be useful to add more features than, say, are
available in the Eureka system, this poses several problems. First, the
cost of developing and maintaining the program and associated data bases
increaseS with the size. And second, the amount of time that each
counselee needs to spend at the terminal also increases. This
significantly increases costs and in a rigidly scheduled environment it
also increases the seriousness of the scheduling problem.

To give Some idea of the difference the amOunt of console connect
time can make, consider the following case: Suppose a high school has
an enrollment of 2,000 students and it is deSired to give 75% of them
access to a computerizedvociltional guidance system once each year. If
the school operates on a 7~hour day, to have a terminal actually in use
for 5 hours per day on a regular basis would represent a very good uSe
of that terminal.! Under these assumptions, if guidance System A
requires about 50 minutes to use, the goal can be met with One terminal
in the school. A guidance system B, which was much richer in the
facilities it contained, but which required ten 50~tninutesessions per
counselee (roughly comparable to the DISCOVER system) would require ten
terminals to meet the same goal.

IV.! Discussion of the Numeric Data

!Factors such as occasional unavailability of the computer system
due to hardware failure, counselees failing to meet scheduled
appointments, the time required for two people to change places at the
terminal, etc., all work against a maximal use of a terminal in
practice.
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PRIORITIES

1. The following is a list of KINDS of questions you will be asked:

A. Physical limitations. E.g., handicaps, ability to do heavy lifting.
B. How long you are willing to go to school or spend in training.
C. Where you want to work. E.g., indoors/outdoors, country/city.
D. What kinds of things you do well. E.g., your ability to work with

your hands, your ability to work with numbers.
E. Your preferences about working with things.
F. Your preferences about working with information.
G. Your preferences about how you like to work with people.
H. Your minimum acceptable starting salary.

Answer by listing the letters A-H in the order that YOU feel these
are important to you.

(50 responses; table entries are percentages)

A B C D E F G H
Position

1 or 2 16 36 30 40 20 4 22 32
3 or 4 18 28 34 40 24 22 16 18
5 or 6 16 18 24 14 30 42 40 16
7 or 8 50 18 12 6 26 32 22 34

Some things stand out in this table. As a group, the counselees
gave the highest priority to the abilities questions (D in the above
table); 80% of them placed the abilities in the top half of the their
priorities and only 6% in the bottom qUarter. This appears to justify
our emphasis on the abilities questions in the matching algorithms.
Overall, the questions concerning physical limitations were given the
lowest priority. But the relatively low emphasis on the information
questions (only 25% of the counselees placed this group in their top
half) is a little surprising in view of' their answers to the questions
in this group. The position of the salary question is interesting: 50%
of the counselees put it in the upper half and 50% in the lower. But
they tend to cluster more towards the extremes than for the other groups
of questions.

We now turn to the individual groups of questions.

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

Less than 7% (total) of the counselees claimed to have any serious
hearing or vision problems. When we exclude the Udao't know"responses
to the "Can you do heavy work" question, we are left with 42 responses.
Of these, 28.6% state that they cannot do heavy work. Only about 19%
claim that that they can do heavy work and are willing to do so. And
52.4% of those who gave a definite answer state that while they could do
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heavy work, they do not want to. In other words, about half of the
counselees were not interested in work which involved any heavy manual
labor.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The answers to this question show a surprising willingness to
consider leng'thy training p'eriods after highschool. Less than 10% of
the counselees stated that they would consider the equivalent of a two
year apprenticeship or two years in a junior colle~e as more trainin~

than they would desire. And 75% of them stated that they were willin~

,to accept very lengthy training requiremi:>nts,such as a master 's degree
or PhD. Coupling this with their answers to the abiliti'es'questions, we
must question whether or not the students using the Individualized
Counseling System during the field trials were a representative cross
section of the student body at Sequoia High School.

LOCATION

About one-third of the counselees wished to remain in the general
area they were living in when they began working. Just undi:>rone-half
of them Wi:>re willing to move anywhere in the country, and the remainder
were willing to consider a move within the state. About four out of
five of them prefi:>rred to work in a city rather than a town or a rural
area. This is not surprising since Sequoia is locat'ed in a very
urbanized area, and little farming and only a small amount of horse and
cattle raising is done anywhi:>ri:> nearby. Thi:> counselees appear to be
quite flexible about indoor vs. outdoor work, with about one-quarter of
them preferring outdoor work, a little over 10% have a preference for
indoor work, and the majority are willing to consider 'either.

APTITUDES

When the "don't know" responses are ignored, here is how the
counselees rated themselves on each of the five aptitude questions:

Detail work with hands
Checking written work for accuracy
Ability to use words
Basic arithmetic
Learning new things

above average

53.1%
52.1
64.6
64.6
81.3

average or below

42.9
43.7
31.3
35.4
18.8

They divide fairly evenly on the first two questions, but about two
thirds or more rated themselves above average on the other three. Less
than 11% of the counselees rated themselves as "fairly poor" on any of
the questions. While slightly more of them were willin~ to rate
themselves as above average on their verbal ability as opposed to their
arithmetic ability, about twice as many rated themselves as "excellent"
rather than "very good" in basic arithmetic; this is reversed for verbal
ability.
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THINGS

Of the questions dealing with precision work, operating machinery,
and handling materials, the first one is somewhat more popular than the
others. It also has more "don't knows" than any of the other questions
except salary (which is a special case). The responses for operating
machinery and handling materials are nearly identical, except that the
former has two "don't likes II where the latter has two "don'tknows".

INFORMATION

In view of the low priority that many of the counselees gave to the
information questions, it is somewhat surprising to see the high
percentage of "likes" for the interpreting information and using
information questions--50%. Only two of the questions (dealing with
people) have a higher popularity. The question about copying and
sorting information, i.e., clerical work, is much less popular: About
one-third of the counselees would like this kind of work and nearly half
would not.

PEOPLE

The counselees, aaa group, appear to have an aversion to sales
work--about two-thirds of them would not want jobs that involve selling.
About 40% would like jobs involving negotiating or bargaining, and
slightly less would not like it, with about one-quarter willing to
consider it. The two strongest likes on the questionnaire were "giving
advice" and "giving assistance". And less than 5% of the. counselees
would not like jobs which involved giving assistance. This is
surprising since as a group they seem to have high aspirations. But a
"like" response to this question will tend to pick out less prestigious
jobs like sales clerk or receptionist. It might be worthwhile
experimenting with alternative wordings of this question, since their
responses could depend more on whether or not they saw themselves as
helpful people rather than On their preferences for major factors in
their work. For example, the help message might point out that in any
kind of work it is possible to help one's coworkers by giving
information or other assistance, and what is· being asked is whether they
would like or dislike jobs where this was a major part of the work.

SALARY

In considering the number of counselees who respondedllnot sure ll to
the salary question, it should be noted that they were advised in the
help message for this question to give this answer fora "first try".
We made this suggestion because counselors who have worked with the
Eureka system often remarked that counselees tend to set their
expectations unrealistically high on this question. And it is
interesting to note that none of the counselees considered the minimum
wage an acceptable starti~lary. And there was indeed a tendency to
want a high starting salary--one in five of the counselees specified the
highest level and over a quarter specified the second-highest level.·
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Here is a good example of a question where having different matchin~

algorithms available can be quite important. On one form of matching,
all jobs with salary requirements less than that specified by the
counselee are immediately excluded from consideration. On another, a
salary which is too low is counted as a negative factor, but it can
easily be outweighed if it is otherwise a good match for the counselee's
likes and abilities.

READABILITY

The readability study we performed is worthy of some special
consideration since itrnay. indicate a serious problem with at least one
widely used data bilse of career information. However, we wish to point
out several factors that should be considered. First, we only computed
Dale,..Chall scores for 11 of the 212 jobs. This is only a 5% sample-
though we believe it is representative. Second, as the authors of the
formula point out,2 it is a somewhat rough and ready approximation. It
is the best usable formula currently aVililable, but it is not perfect.
It depends in part on sentence length because, generally speaking,
shorter sentences are easier to understand. But it also depends on the
number of. words in the samples that do not· appear on the Dale lis t of
approximately 3,000 words. This is a list of words regarded as familiar
by 80% or more of a large sample of fourth grade students. We can
expect the percentage of unfamiliar words in a series of career
descriptions to be much higher .• than in more standard text, if only
because the titles of many careers will be unfamiliar. See, for
example, .the list of related occupations in the description for
education administrator (Appendix D). There is little that can be done
in such cases. (In others, improvements may be possible, e.g., it would
help to use "medical doctor" in place of "physician"). For these
reasons we would not want to claim that the readability of the
information in the jobs data base is nearly as poor as the SCOres
reported in Section 111.1 would seem to indicate. On the other hand,
there is little doubt but that the data base would benefit from editing
for improved readability. The rewrites of the two descriptions which
appear in Appendix D give an indication of this.

So the only conclusion that is supported at this time is the
observation that it would be well worth while to perform a more detailed
study of the readability of data bases included in computer-assisted
vocational guidance systems. If further study should bear out the
preliminary findings reported here, an excellent, relatively low cost
way of improving the quality of information provided to guidance
counselees would be to edit the data bases with special attention to
enhancing their read"bility.

2See Dale and Chall (1945).
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IV.2 Discussion of the Narrative pata

About half of the program problems reported by the counselees
represented genuine programmer errors. These were problems that had not
surfaced during the laboratory trials or were introduced as changes
where made in the program during the field trials and were missed in the
prerelease tests of the revised program. Only one of them was genuinely
serious, preventing the counselees from reading the job descriptions
they had asked for. Unfortunately, the first gripes describing the
problem were not very clear and so the problem persisted for three days
before it was corrected. The remaining problems reported by the
counselees ~were based on weaknesses in the design of 'the user interface
(see discussion below), or else they were based on a misunderstanding.
An example of the latter was a report that the terminal was
malfunctioning since some status lights on the terminal flickered on and
off. This is normal while the terminal is in use, so the corrective
action was to send a message to the counselee providing reassurance that
everything was in proper working order.

During the field trials three moderately serious problems in the
user interface became apparent, as did a few minor problems which were
corrected as soon as they were-noticed.

The most important problem was one with the HELP system. The
original design called for a HELP system in which the counselee could
type the name of a command and· obtain help in using it. However, this
meant that while in the HELP system the command was only available as a
control command, and since these proved more difficult to learn than we
had anticipated (see below), the counselees experienced considerable
difficulty in exiting the HELP system. Our solution was to add to the
HELP system its own version of the SHOW command which displays a list of
topics on which help is available. This is consistent with the
operation of the other main modules. It then became possible to make
the easier-to-use one-word commands available at the top level of the
HELP system just as they are in other parts of the program. This
appears to have solved the problem with the HELP module.

Another problem exists in the part of the program where the
counselee is asked to type in his name. For example, one counselee
complained that the program could not find his history file the second
time he used ICS. The problem turned out to be that he had used his
nickname the first time he used the system and his full first name on
his second time, and so the program was unable to match the two. An
examination of the name and history files showed that this is a problem
that affects about 10-15% of the counselees. We have recently learned
of the existence of an algorithm that makes good guesses when matching
names. It is used by a large California bank to help clerks locate
customer records, and it works very well, even on a very large data base
of names. If we are able to obtain permission to use it, it should
reduce the seriousness of the problem.

The control commands seem easy enough to learn and remember. There
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are two difficulties, t\lough. The first is that they are typed in a
special way: The special "control" key has to be held down at the same
time that the counselee presses a letter key. Here are two of the
numerous examples t\lat indicate that the counselees have difficulty in
learning to do this:

Subject: ***** I WANT TO SEE LOAN OFFIC
To: Hackers

*****
I WANT TO SEE LOAN OFFICER ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ

Subject: ***** Iwouldlikesomemoreinform
To: Hackers

*****
Iwouldlikesomemoreinformationon beinga veterinarian
Iwouldlike somemore information onlaboratory
z
x
Please send me more information on being a veterianarian
Also send me more information onlaboratory fields
?ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ

zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzZzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
x

The command to send a gripe is a control-Z and we can see that the
counselees made numerous, incorrect attempts to give the command before
they finally succeeded. In the first gripe there are 17 attempts and in
the second therE! appear to be over 50(!1 attempts before the counselee
finally succeeded in typing a control-Z,

The second problem rests on the fact that there are no printinp,
characters corresponding to the control commands. The computer system
does echo such commands but uses.. a two-character representation. So
when a counselee properly types, a· control-Z he sees I1 ....Zn on his screen.
This suggests a partial solution. In the current version of the program
most of the prompts and documentation that mention control commands say
something like "type a control-Z" or "type a <CTRL>Z". Counselees will
sometimes type in a literal copy of the text instead of giving a valid
control command. If we replace these prompts by "type a ~Z" we can also
modify the program so that it will immediately detect when the counselee
types the - symbol. The program can respond with a reminder about how
to type correct control commands and give the counselee a chance to try
again. This should make it much easier for them to learn to properly
type the control commands. It is no more difficult than learning to

3In the second gripe the counselee may have held down the repeat
key (which is adjacent to the control key) by accident.
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hold down the shift key on a typewriter to type a capital letter, and
once they have done it properly a few times there is seldom any further
difficulty. This is preferable to the more draconian solution of
removing the control commands altogether and replacing them by some
other scheme. Because of their special nature they allow an additional
flexibility and simplicity within the Individualized Counseling System
that could not be provided in any other way.

There were two complaints about ICS that were repeated enough times
to deserve further consideration. One of them was that the counselees
and the guidance counselors would like more features available in ICS.

While we would have liked to provide more features, we were limited
by budget and staff constraints and it was preferable to do a few things
well. Now that the initial design work and implementation is complete,
it would not be difficult to add several more features, especially since
the design facilitates making extensions. If we are successful in
finding new funding for the project, we wish to add a data base of
information on apprenticeships and colleges and a data base of
information on the kinds of high school courses that are recommended as
preparation for the careers included in the data base. We would also
like to introduce some standardized interest inventories of some sort
(like the Kuder preference test), adapted for efficient administration
and scoring by computer. These interest inventories could improve the
effectiveness of the matching algorithm by increasing the amount arid
accuracy of the information available to the program when it constructs
its model of the counselees' interests and abilities.

The other major feature we would like to add is one like the Eureka
VISIT command. This would enter a module containing a data base of
information on members of the local community who are willing to meet
with counselees interested in a particular career. Since this module
would contain information that has been gathered and input by individual
schools, some special facilities would be needed. In particular, we
would want to make it possible for the schools themselves to input and
maintain the information. This would not be particularly difficult
since a modified form of the GRIPE procedure could be written that would
prompt the user for the needed information. In fact, it would not be
difficult to provide fairly extensive editing features for the VISIT
data base, with counselors able to review the current information,
modify individual entries, delete obsolete entrys and add new entries.
Since the amount of information needed on any particular visit
opportunity is relatively small, it would not be necessary to produce a
complicated word-processing routine. So it would be very easy to teach
people to learn how to use the editing facility.

In view of the large number of requests from the counselees and
guidance counseling staff alike during the field trials, it would be
well worth while to add a printed-copy facility to ICS. We do not wish
to do this by reverting to the use of printing terminals instead of
display terminals. The field trials have shown that a display-oriented
vocational guidance system works very well for dynamically acessing
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large amounts· of information and has numerous advantages over a
teletype-oriented system. However, the counselees do have a need for
printed material that they can read at their leisure. It would also be
useful to supply them with a list of their answers to the questions, and
a printed list of the careers that the program has suggested may be of
interest to them. We would also like to find ways to identify cases
where certain counselees may need individual attention, e.g., a pattern
of interests and aptitudes that does not match well with the relatively
small number of jobs available in the on-line data base. Such
situations could be called to the attention of the appropriate counselor
for follow-up.

We envision adding a feature that will allow the counselee to
select the careers for which he wishes a printed copy of the
information. We will then write a program that will be run once a day
to make the printed copies. In addition, we would like to hold more
talks with the counselors to discuss the kinds of information known to
the program that they would find useful in helping the counselees.

Overall, the response to
enthusiastic and favorable.
received is the fact that the
to retain access to ICS past
trials.

the Individualized Counseling System was
The best indication that it was well
Career Center staff at Sequoia has asked
the scheduled termination of the field

The program has proved to be very easy to use. In one sense, it is
almost too easy. We prepared a four-page summary of commands and
features that the counselees could read before using the computer. This
included instructions on how to access the system, a brief description
of each of the major modules, and a summary of the commands available in
the program. In this way, the counselees would have some idea of what
to expect and how to proceed before sitting down at the terminal.
However, during our observation sessions at Sequoia we noted that most
of the counselees had not read the instruction sheet before sitting down
at the terminal. Instead, the student assistant would show them how to
do a sign-on, get them into the EXPLORE module, and let them answer the
questions. They would then go to the JOBS module to use the MATCH or
SELECT commands. It speaks well for the ease of use of ICS that the
counselees could manage under these circumstances, but we seriously
doubt that they obtain the maximum benefit from their use of the program
in this way.

Since the counselees apparently seldom read the instructions in
advance and since staff shortages make it difficult for the counselors
to provide an orientation session for the counselees, the need for an
orientation can and should be met by the program. Since we now know
that the Individualized Counseling System can be used to present large
amounts of text, we could write a series of "orientation lessons II to be
presented at the terminal. These might begin with a general orientation
which would be presented the first time that the counselee signs on to
the program. It would give an overview of the program, some information
about how to type in commands, and include anything else that experience
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shows is worthwhile calling to the counselee's attention. We would also
write an orientation for each of the main modules. These would be shown
to the counse1ees the first time they used the module; the history file
would include entries indicating which orientations the counselee has
already seen. In this way, a counselee who simply answered the EXPLORE
questions on his first use of the system and then returned a few days
later to use the JOBS module would receive his orientation to JOBS
during his second session at the terminal. This insures that he would
be getting it at the time it is most relevant and useful to him. These
"orientations" would also be included as part of the HELP system so that
the counse1ees could review them as desired.

This approach has a further advantage: The counselee's impressions
of and understanding of the program would depend to a much smaller
degree on the quality of the orientation provided by a counselor or
student assistant. This has important ramifications for using ICS to
collect data concerning the use of computers in vocational guidance
since it would control an important variable, namely, the content and
quality of the orientation. This is normally difficult to do and
requires the use of trained people to deliver the introduction. It
would also reduce the workload on the student assistants, who would then
be needed primarily to answer routine questions.

We have concentrated on reporting the difficulties and weaknessess
in ICS that became apparent during the field trials. However, it should
be noted that most of the counse1ees who used the system appear to have
had no complaints, and the response from the career counselors and the
teachers who were willing to excuse their students from classes to be
able to use the program indicate that the program is useful and liked.
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Appendix A

The Individualized Counseling System Questionnaire

This appendix contaills the printed version of the ques~ionnaire and
the anSWer sheet for it •.. It differs from the computer versionin two
respects: First, the help messages are shown on the comput~r only if
the counselee requests them .and second, following the choices, the
computer version prin~s a short message reminding the counselee what to
do, e.g. "type the answer that best describes you". The two texts are
otherwise identical.

This is the list of questions that you can answer if you would

like the computer to suggest jobs that you might find interesting.

Use the special answer sheet if you want to write down your

answers before,You use the computer~

Please remember the following:

1. It's a good idea to read all of the questions before you answer any
of them.

2. A computer is just a machine. There is no magic, and the jobs it
suggests are ONLY suggestions. The machine does not know very much
about you, so it mayor may not make good suggestions. If you do
not like the suggestions--you know best.

3. This is NOT a test. There are no right or wrong answers. It's up
to you to decide how you want to answer them. Your answers will not
be shown to anyone else.

========================================================================

II
I I PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON THIS QUESTIONNAIRE.
II

II
USE THE ANSWER SHEET!! I I

II
========================================================================
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PRIORITIES

1. The following is a list of KINDS of questions you will be asked:

A. Physical limitations. E.g., handicaps, ability to do heavy lifting.
B. How long you are willing to go to school or spend in training.
C. Where you want to work. E.g., indoors/outdoors, country/city.
D. What kinds of things you do well. E.g., your ability to work with

your hands, your ability to work with numbers.
E. Your preferences about working with things.
F. Your preferences about working with information.
G. Your preferences about how you like to work with people.
H. Your minimum acceptable starting salary.

Answer by liSting the letters A-H in the order that YOU feel these
questions are important to you. Example: If you think salary is
more important than where you work, put H before C.

HELP:

This is a general question about what kinds of things you consider
~ost important in your work. It is important for you to answer it
carefully for two reasons: (1) the program will use your answer
in helping it to decide what job possibilities to suggest and (2)
the questions will be asked in the order that you put down here.
Since you don't HAVE to answer all ·of them, the program can ask the
most important ones first.

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

1. Can you do heavy work?

A. Yes I can and I am willing to.
B. I can do heavy work but I don't want to.
C. I can't do heavy work.
D. I don't know.

HELP:

Heavy work means lifting heavy weights (up to 100 pounds) or liftin!!
and carrying heavy objects (up to 50 pounds) many times a day. This
kind of work usually means a lot of standing, walking, bending over,
and moving things.
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2. How well can you s.ee?

A. I have s.erious. problems. that lens.es. can't correct.
B. I am fars.ighted, but lens.es. fix the problem.
C. I am nears.ighted, but lens.es. fix the problem.
D. I have s.ome problems. with my.eyes.,butlens.iOs. correct them.
E. My eyes.ight is. excellent.

HELP:

If you don't need s.omeone to read this. mes.s.age to you, you probably
s.houldn't give A as. an ans.wer. If you know that you have s.ome
problems. with your eyes., but you don't bother to wear glas.s.es. or
contact lens.es., choos.e B, C, or D. If you are both nears.ighted and
fars.ighted, ans.wer D. Otherwis.e, ans.wer E.

3. Are you deaf or mute (unable to talk)?

A. Yes.. (I can't talk OR I have a hearing problem that can't be
corrected with a hearing aid.)

B. I am hard of hearing, but a hearing aid lets. me hear about as.
well as. mos.t people.

C. I don't have any s.erious. hearing problems..

HELP:

If you are legally deaf or mute, or if you have a s.erious. hearing
problem that can't be corrected, ans.wer with A. Unable to talk
us.ually means. that you never learned to talk. If your hearing is.
o.k. but you s.tutter or have a mild s.peech impediment, give C as.
your answer.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Some careers. require much more training or. education than others..
The next ques.tion will as.k you how much time, AT MOST, you are
willing to s.pend in s.chool or training for a career that you find
interes.ting.
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1. How long are you willing to spend in school or training?
(Include any schooling or training you already have.)

A. No special schooling or training.
B. High school graduation (or equivalent, e.g. G.E.D.).
C. Up to one year of training or in school.
D. Up to two or three years of training or in school (e.g. apprentice

ship or junior college).
E. A four year college degree (or its equivalent).
F. Any amount of training or schooling needed (e.g. graduate school).

Type the letter for the MAXIMUM amount of time you are willing to
spend training or in school.

HELP:

Be sure to include what you already have plus whatever additional
time you are willing to spend. For example, someone who has already
completed junior college and is willing to spend another two years
in training or school would want to put down the letter for a
four year college degree (or equivalent ).

LOCATION

1. In what part of the country are you willing to work?

A. Only in this general area.
B. Only in this state.
C. Anywhere in the country.

HELP:

Some people are willing to move to find the kind of work that they
want, and other people want to stay where they are now, and still
others are willing to move, but they don't want to go too far away.
Pick the letter that best describes how you feel.

2. What size community are you willing to work in?

A. A big city.
B. A small city.
C. A town.
D. A rural area

Answer by listing letter(s) for the areas you would like to work in.
Put them in order, with your first choice first. Leave off any where
you would NOT want to work.
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HELP:

Some people wartt a small, qUiet place to work, and other people like
big cities with the hustle artd bustle.

A BIG CITY is someplace like New York, Chicago, Dallas, or San
Francisco.

A SMALL CITY will usually have a population of about 100,000 to a
half~million people.

A TOwN will usually have Over a thousand people.
A RURAL AREA is someplace like a small village with a few hundted

people at most, or a farm, or someplace else away from a lot of
people living and working together.

Remember: leave off the kinds of places where you reaily don't want
to work, and list the places you are willing to work in ordet.

3. What are your feelings about indoor and outdoor work?

A. I like to work mostly irtdoors.
B. I like to work mostly outside.
C. Either one is o.k.

HELP:

Some people like to work mostlY indoors, ~.g. in an office or a
factory artd other people want to be outside while they work, and
others like both. What do you like?

APTITUDES

Hete are some questions about the kinds of basic skills you have.

1. How good are you at doirtg detail work with your hands?

A. Excellertt.
B. Very Good.
C. Fairly Good.
D. Fairly Poor.
E. I dort't know.

HELP:

If you are good at using instruments or small tools, e.g. if you can
hartdle small thirtgs quickly, easily, and accurately, give yourself a
high rating on this question.
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2. How do you rate yourself in checking written work for accuracy?

A. Excellent.
B. Very Good.
c. Fairly Good.
D. Fairly Poor.
E. I don't know.

HELP:

This question asks about your clerical ability. If you're good at
catching errors in words or lists of numbers, or if you're good at
copying written material, give' yourself a high rating on this
question.

3. Are you good at using words?

A. Excellent.
B. Very Good.
c. Fairly Good.
D. Fairly Poor.
E. I don't know.

HELP:

If you have a larger vocabulary than most people and if you are good
at telling when words have the same or different meanings, give
yourself a high rating on this question.

~. How do you rate yourself in basic arithmetic?

A. Excellent.
B. Very Good.
C. Fairly Good.
D. Fairly Poor.
E. I don't know.

HELP:

If you are good at adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing,
e.g. if you can do long multiplications quickly and accurately, give
yourself a high rating on this question.

5. How are you at learning to do new things?

A. Excellent.
B. Very Good.
C. Fairly Good.
D. Fairly Poor.
E. I don't know.
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HELP:

If you find it easy to understand instructions and if you usually
see the reasoning behind them, and/or if you are good at figuring
out new things, give yourself a high rating on this question.

THINGS

1. Do you like to do precision work with things (e.g. adjust/repair
equipment, laboratory testing, model building, making clothes)?

A. I would LIKE a job that involves mostly precision work.
B. I am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that have a lot of precision work.
C. I WOULDN'T WANT a job that had a lot of precision work in it.
D. I don't know.

HELP:

Here are some kinds of jobs that involve a lot of precision work:
auto mechanics, comme~cial art, laboratory testing, computer repair,
sewing.

2. Do you like to operate machinery (e.g. running a machine, driving)?

A. I would LIKE a job that involves a lot of machine operation.
B. I am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve running machinery.
C. I WOULDN'T WANT a job where I spent a lot of time operating

machinery.
D. I don't know.

HELP:

Here are some kinds of jobs that involve operating machinery:
running a lathe, operating a computer, using office machines,
operating a crane, running a sewing machine.

3. Do you like to handle materials (e.g. moving things around,
sorting)?

A. I would LIKE a job that involves handling materials.
B. I am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve handling materials.
C. I WOULDN'T WANT a job w~ere I spent a lot of time handling

materials.
D. I don't know.
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HELP:

Here are some kinds of jobs that involve handling materials:
stocking in a warehouse, assembly line work, sorting and grading
cloth, farm work, dispensing supplies in a pharmacy.

INFORMATION

Most careers involve using information in some way or another. The
next three questions have to do with the WAYS in which you like or
don't like to work with information, so it is a good idea to answer
them even if you aren't interested in work that involves MOSTLY
dealing with information.

1. Do you like interpreting information (e.g. keeping track of several
things at once or figuring out new ways of doing things, or looking
at facts and figures and deciding what to do)?

A. I would LIKE a job that involves interpreting information.
B. I am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve interpreting

information.
C. I WOULDN'T WANT a job where I spent a lot of time interpreting

information.
D. I don't know.

HELP:

Some kinds of work that involve a lot of interpreting information:
medical doctor, business manager, teaching, many kinds of repair
work.

2. Do you like to collect information, put it together, and then use it
with some understanding?

A. I would LIKE a job that involves collecting/using information.
B. I am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve collecting/using

information.
C. I WOULDN'T WANT a job where I spent a lot of time collecting/

using information.
D. I don't know.

HELP:

Some kinds of work that involve a lot of collecting information:
clerical and office work, laboratory assistant, work in the building
trades.
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3. Do you like to copy, sort, and put information together? In other
words, do you enjoy copying, typing, or following step-by-step
plans to put things together?

A. 1 would LIKE a job that involves copying/sorting information.
B. 1 am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve copying/sorting

information.
C. 1 WOULDN'T WANT a job where 1 spent a lot of time copying/

sorting information.
D. 1 don't know.

HELP:

Some kinds of work that involve a lot of copying, sorting, etc.:
typing, bookkeeping, assembling things from drawings or plans.

PEOPLE

Here are some different ways of working with people: g1v1ng them
advice, discussing and bargaining, teaching and supervising, selling
and convincing, assisting them with something. You will be asked
about your preferences for each of these.

1. Do you like to help a person solve a problem by giving advice?

A. 1 would LIKE a job that involves giving advice.
B. 1 am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve giving advice.
C. 1 WOULDN'T WANT a job where 1 spent a lot of time giving

advice.
D. 1 don't know.

HELP:

Giving advice and helping a person solve his/her problems is
different from giving instructions or assisting a customer.
Here are some kinds of work that involve giving advice:
lawyers and legal aids, psychologists, employment counselors.

2. Do you like to negotiate or to talk things over with people?

A. I would LIKE a job that involves negotiating or bargaining.
B. I am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve negotiating or

bargaining.
C. 1 WOULDN'T WANT a job where I spent a lot of time negotiating

or bargaining.
D. I don't know.
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HELP:

Negotiating is different than persuading; keep that in mind when
you answer.
Some kinds of work that involve negotiating and bargaining are:
purchasing agent, many management jobs, building inspectors.

3. Do you like to teach or to supervise other people?

A. I would LIKE a job that involves teaching or supervising.
B. I am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve teaching or

supervising.
C. I WOULDN'T WANT a job where I spent a lot of time teaching or

supervising.
D. I don't know.

HELP:

In this question, teaching doesn't mean just in school--for example,
there are jobs where people show other people how to do their work.
Supervising often includes some teaching, and it includes things
like helping people to work comfortably together as well as giving
orders and judging other people's work.

4. Do you like sales work or other kinds of work that involves
persuading people to do things?

A. I would LIKE a job that involves selling or persuading.
B. I am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve selling or

persuading.
C. I WOULDN'T WANT a job where I spent a lot of time selling or

persuading.
D. I don't know.

HELP:

There are many different kinds of sales jobs, e.g. door-to-door
sales, or selling computers to companies. There are also jobs where
rather than trying to sell things to people, you might try to
convince them to do something, e.g. a medical assistant might work
for a company and spend much of his/her time convincing the
employees and managers that it is a good idea to have a regular
blood pressure test.
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5. Do you like to give assistan~e to people, e.g. give information to
them or help them find something?

A. I would LIKE a job that involves giving assistance to people.
B. I am WILLING TO CONSIDER jobs that involve giving assistance.
C. I WOULDN'T WANT a job where I spent a lot of time giving

assistance to people.
D. I don't know.

HELP:

Some kinds of jobs that involve giving assistance are:
police work, sales clerk, receptionist.

SALARY

1. What is the MINIMUM STARTING salary for a regular, full-time job
that you would be willing to accept?

A. The minimum wage.
B. $500-$699 per month ($2.88-$4.02/hr.).
C. $700-$999 per month ($4.03-$5.75/hr.).
D. $1000-$1249 per month ($5.76-$7.20/hr.).
E. At least $1250 per month ($7.2l/hr. or more).
F. Salary isn't very important to me.
G. I am not sure at this time.

HELP:

There are two important things to note here: (1) The question only
applies to STARTING wage, not to what you hope to be making a few
years after you have been doing the job. (2) Be realistic--don't
put down the highest figure unless it's genuinely important to you
to start at that level. If you are very open minded about the kind
of career you are looking for, give answer G to start with; you can
come back later and give a definite answer after looking at a.lot oj'
different possibilities.
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Use this sheet to write down your answers if you read the questions
before using the computer.

PRIORITIES

1.

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS

1. (Heavy work)

2. (Vision)

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

LOCATION

1. (Which part of the country)

2. (What size community)

3. (Indoors/Outdoors)

APTITUDES

1. (Using you hands)

2. (Checking written work)

3. (Using words)

THINGS

1. (Precision work)

2. (Operate machinery)

INFORMATION

1. (Use information)

2. (Collect information)

PEOPLE

1. (Give advice)

2. (Negotiate)

3. (Teach or supervise)

SALARY

3. (Hearing)

1.

4. (Basic arithmetic)

5. (Learning new things)

3. (Handling materials)

3. (Copy/sort information)

4. (Sales work)

5. (Give help)

1.
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Appendix .!!.

Using the SELECT Command: An Example

We selected one counselee at random (from those who had answered
the complete questionnaire) to show how the job suggestions vary
according to which of the four matching algorithms is used. This will
also show how the job suggestions may vary as the counselee answers more
and more of the questions. Rather than attempting to show this for all
25 questions, we have shown the selections for each E!2~ of questions,
except the first arret "Educationand Training", which did not prcovide,
in itself, enough information for the program to make any
recommendations.

When the counselee gives the SELECT command he sees the following
display:

JOBS

Type:

Match Network

A -- To throw out all jobs that have things you said you did not like in
EXPLORE. It counts up * 's for jobs that have your abilities and
likes. It shows you the jobs with the most *'s.

B -- To show only your likes and to ignore disl~kes and abilities. This
is like A, but it ignores your answers to t4e ABILITIES questions.

C -- To show What happens if you improve any low abilities you have.
This is like A, but it assumes HIGH abilities for all the ABILITIES
questions that you have already answered.

D -- To find jobs that have lots of things you like but that do not show
up using A because they have something you don't like. It counts
up *'s for things that you like and subtracts *'s for things you do
not like. It also counts an extra * for strong abilities.

After typing in the letter corresponding to the kind of matching he
desires, the counselee is shown what information the computer is using
and how it is using it. For example, after answering all of the
questions and selecting A, he sees the following on the screen:
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Removing jobs that require:

working outdoors, moving materials, heavy work

*·s counted for:

using tools, checking accuracy, following instructions,
working in a big city, giving advice, negotiating,
supervising, selling, giving assistance, using information,
sorting information, copying information,
doing precision work

Education limit is more than 4 yrs. post"'H.S.

Wages greater than $IUUU/mo.

When he is finished looking at the above, he presses the ESC or
RETURN key and sees the following:

JOBS Match Network

(2) 9* Pharmacists
(4) B* Physicians
(6) B* Chiropractors
(8) 7* Social Program Planners
(10) 7* Commodities Salespeople
(12) 7* Real Estate Salespeople
(14) 7* Licensed Practical Nurses

Repairers

15 jobs match. 13 *"s possible.
(1) 9* Loan Officers
(3) B* Securities Salespeople
(5) 8* Veterinarians
(7) 7* Business Executives
(9) 7* Quality Control Inspectors
(1.1) 7* Insurance Salespeople
(13) 7* Physician's Assistant
(15) 7* Telephone Installers-

On the next page we give the questionnaire as completed by the
counselee. See Appendix A for the wording of the questions.
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Use this sheet to write down your answers if you read the questions
before using the computer.

PRIORITIES

PHYSICAL LllllTATIONS

1. (Heavy work) C

2. (Vision) !

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

LOCATION

3. (Hearing) C

1. F

1. (Which part of the country) A

2. (What size community) ~.Il.£

3. (Indoors/Outdoors) A

APTITUDES

1. (Using you hands) A 4. (Basic arithmetic) C

2. (Checking written work) A 5. (Learning new things) A

3. (Using words) C

THINGS

1. (Precision work) A

2. (Operate machinery) B

iNFORMATION

1. (Use information) A

2. (Collect information) A

PEOPLE

1. (Give advice) A

2. (Negotiate) A

3. (Teach or supervise) A

SALARY

3. (Handling materials) C

3. (Copy/sort information) A

4. (Sales work) A

5. (Give help) A

1. D
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The first question that this counselee answered after the
priorities question is the one on education and training. His response
("any amount necessary") does not eliminate any jobs from consideration.
After he as answered the aptitudes group of questions the program has
enough information to make suggestions. We summarize these in a two
part table for each step in the questionnaire. The first part shows how
many jobs match for each of the four ways of matching and how many *"s
(positive factors) are possible in view of the counselee"s answers so
far. The second part of the table gives a list of all of the jobs that
match under any of the four algorithms. Next to each title we show the
number of *"s assigned to each job that matches according to the
particular algorithm. The fact that a job does not match is indicated
by "_"

Summary of Suggestions after Answering the APTITUDE Questions

Match Type No. of jobs that match No. of *"s possible
A 6 3
B 212
C 7 5
D 6 6

No. of *"s for match type:
TITLE

Accountants & Auditors
Computer Operators
Key Punch Operators
Library Assistants
Loan Officers
Office Machine Operators
Shipping & Receiving Clerks
Pharmacists
Programmers & Systems Analysts
Registered Nurses

A

3
3

3
3
3
3

B C

4

4
4

4
4
4
4

D

6
6

6
6
6
6

Summary £[ Suggestions after Including the LOCATION Questions

Hatch Type No. of jobs that match No. of *'s possible
A 6 4
B 184
C 7 6
D 6 7
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No, ()f * 'sformatch type:
TITLE

Accountants & Auditors
Computer Operators
Key Punch Operators
Library Assistants
Loan Officers
Office Machine Operators
Pharmacists
Programmers & Systems Analysts
Registered Nurses
Shipping & Receiving Clerks

A

4
4

4
4
4

4

B C

5

5
5

5
5
5
5

D

7
7

7
7
7

7

Summary of Suggestions after Including the SALA-~Y Question

Match Type
A
B
C
D

No. of jobs that match
6

1B4
7

16

No. of *'s possible
4

6
7

No. of *'s for match type: A B C D

TITLE

Accountants & Auditors 5 5
Computer Operators 4 6
Electricians & Electrical Repairers 5
Instrument Repairers 5
Key Punch Operators 4 6
Library Assistants 5
Linemen 5
Loan Officers 5
Office Machine Operators 4 6
Pharmacists 4 5 7
Physicians 5
Programmers & Systems Analysts 4 5. 6
Railroad Clerks 5
Registered Nurses 5
Shipping & Receiving Clerks 4 5 6
Shorthand Reporters 5
Structural Metal & Boiler Makers 5
Veterinarians 5
Warehousemen 5
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Summary of Suggestions after Including the PEOPLE Questions

Match Type
A
B
C
D

No. of jobs that match No. of *'s possible
14 9
12 6
17 11
11 12

No. of *"s for match type:
TITLE

Appliance Repairers
Automobile Salespeople
Business Executives
Business Services Salespeople
Commodities Salespeople
Education Administrators
Hospital Administrators
Hotel & Motel Managers
Insurance Salespeople
Licensed Practical Nurses
Library Assistants
Loan Officers
Office Managers
Personnel Managers
Pharmacists
Physicians
Public Administrators
Radio And TV Repairers
Real Estate Salespeople
Registered Nurses
Salespersons
Securities Salespeople
Telephone Installers - Repairers
Veterinarians
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A

6

6
6
6
6

6

6

6
6

6
6
6

6
6

B

5

5
5
5
5
5
5

5

5

5

5
5

c

7
7
8
B
B
8
7

7
B
7
7
7

8

8
7
7
8

D

7

7
7

7

7

9
7
7
7

7
7
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Summary of Suggestions,~ Including the INFORMATION Questions

Match Type No. of jobs that match No. of *'8 possible
A 12 12
B 1~ 9
C H! 14
D 24 15

No. of *'s for match type: A B C D
TITLE

Accountants & Auditors 8 8
Appliance Repairers 7
Business Executives 7 6 9 8
Business Services Salespeople 6 8
Caseworkers 6
Chiropractors 7 8
Commodities Salespeople 7 6 9 7
Computer Operators 7
Counselors 6
Education Administrators 8 7
Hospital Administrators 8 7
Hotel & Motel Managers 8
Insurance Salespeople 7 7 9
Interior Designers & Decorators 6
Key Punch Operators 7
Land Use Planners 6
Lawyers 6
Licensed Practical Nurses 7 8
Loan Officers 9 7 11 10
Office Machine Operators 7
Office Managers 8
Pharmacists 8 9 11
Physicians 7 8 9
Physician's Assistant 7
Programmers & Systems Analysts 8
Public Administrators 8 7
Radio And TV Repairers 7
Real Estate Salespeople 7 6 9 7
Registered Nurses 8 7
Salespersons 6 8
Securities Salespeople 8 7 10
Social Program Planners 7 6 8 8
Securities Salespeople 8
Social Service Specialists 6
Telephone Installers - Repairers 7
Veterinarians 7 9
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Summary of Suggestions after Ineludingthe THINGS Questions

Mateh Type
A
B
C
D

No. of jobs that mateh
17
20
22
29

No. of *"s possible
13
10
15
16

No. of *"s for mateh type:
TITLE

Accountants & Auditors
Applianee Repairers
Business Executives
Business Serviees Salespeople
Caseworkers
Chiropraetors
Commodities Salespeople
Computer Operators
Counselors
Dental Hygienists
Education Administrators
Health Teehnieians/teehnologists
Hospital Administrators
Hotel & Motel Managers
Insuranee Salespeople
Interior Designers & Decorators
Key Puneh Operators
Laboratory Testers
Land Use Planners
Lawyers
Licensed Practical Nurses
Loan Offieers
Offiee Managers
Offiee Maehine Operators
Optometrists
Pharmaeists
Physieians
Physieian's Assistant
Programmers & Systems Analysts
Publie Administrators
Quality Control Inspeetors
Radio And TV Repairers
Real Estate Salespeople
Registered Nurses
Salespersons
Seeurities Salespeople
Soeial Program Planners
Soeial Serviee Speeialists
Telephone Installers - Repairers
Veterinarians

A

7
7

8
7

7

7
9

9
8
7

7
7
7

8
7

7
8

B

6
6
6
6
6

6

7
6

6
6

7

6
6

6

6

6
7
6
6

6

C

8

9
8

8
9

8

8
8
9

11
8

10
9
8

8
8

9
8
8

10
8

8

D

8
8
8

9
7
7

7
7
7
7

8
7

8
10

8
7

12
10

8
8
7
7
8
7
7

8
8

8
10



FINAL SUMMARY

(Including the PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS Questions)

Match Type
A
B
C
D

No. of jobs that match
15
20
22
29

No. of *'s possible
13
10
15
16

No. of *'s for match type:
TITLE

Accountants & Auditors
Appliance Repairers
Business Executives
Business Services Salespeople
Caseworkers
Chiropractors
Commodities Salespeople
Computer Operators
Counselors
Dental Hygienists
Education Administrators
Health Technicians/technologists
Hospital Administrators
Hotel & Motel Managers
Insurance Salespeople
Interior Designers & Decorators
Key Punch Operators
Laboratory Testers
Land Use Planners
Lawyers
Licensed Practical Nurses
Loan Officers
Office Machine Operators
Office Managers
Optometrists
Pharmacists
Physicians
Physician's Assistant
Programmers & Systems Analysts
Public Administrators
Quality Control Inspectors
Radio And TV Repairers
Real Estate Salespeople
Registered Nurses
Salespersons
Securities Salespeople
Social Program Planners
Social Service Specialists
Telephone Installers - Repairers
Veterinarians
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A

7

8
7

7

7
9

9
8
7

7

7

8
7

7
8

B

6
6
6
6
6

6

7
6

6
6

7

6
6

6

6

6
7
6
6

6

C

8

9
8

8
9

8

8
8
9

11

8

10
9
8

8
8

9
8
8

10
8

8

D

8
7
8

9
7
7

7
7
7
7

8
7

8
10

8

7
12
10

8
8
7
7
7
7
7

8
8

8
10



Appendix .£

The Syntax and Semantics p~ the Questionnaire Author Language

This appendix describes the syntax and semantics of the
Questionnaire Author Language (QUAL). See Section 11.5 for a
description of the role of QUAL in the Individualized Counseling System.
A short overview of the various operation codes C'opcodes") described
below may help clarify their use.

The TOPGROUP, GROUP, NAME, and REMARK opcodes are used to create a
group of questions. TOPGROUP indicates the first group of questions (a
special group). GROUP designates the beginning of each of the remaining
groups. NAME specifies the name of the group (which the counselee has
to type to access the questions in that group). REMARK signifies a
brief description or comment about this group that will be shown to the
counselee as' he begins to answer that group of questions.

The QUESTION opcode indicates the beginning of a new question. The
KIND opcode is used to designate what kind of answer is expected (i.e.,
one response, any number of responses, or all responses). The QUNET
opcode supplies a special code to relate the answer to the question to
the data base of career information. The HEAD opcode indicates the
first part of the text of the question (before the choices are given),
the TAIL opcode the final part of the text of the question (the text
after the choices have been given), and the HELP oncode the text of the
help message that will be shown to the counselee if he types "?" while
answering the question.

The list of choices for a particular question is headed by the
RESPONSELIST opcode. Each choice begins with the RESPONSE opcode. The
text of the choice is preceded by the ANS opcode. The QUlKANS opcode
designates a short description of the particular choice and is used by
the program to show the counselee how he answered the question if he
wishes this information. Sometimes it is also necessary to include a
CODE opcode for each response in the question to indicate that certain
special processing is required when matching the results of the
questionnaire to the career data base.

The COMMENT opcode allows the questionnaire author to include
comments, notes, or reminders about the questionnaire. These comments
are ignored by the compiler. The SAILFILE opcode allows the author to
specify the file name for the program-readable version of the
questionnaire. Finally, the LISTFILE opcode allows the author to name
the file that will receive the formatted version of the questionnaire.

Conventions
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As in LISP, S-expressionsare used to code the instructions. The
CAR (first element of the list) is the neme' of the opcode, and the
remaining elements of the liSt (collectively referred to as the CDR) are
its arguments. Opcodes may embed within each other.

For example, the following QUAL statement defines the first group
'Of questions:

ITOPGROUP (NAME \PRIORITIES\) (REMARK NIL)]

Its name will be PRIORITIES, and NIL indicates that there is no remark
for this group.4

As indicated in the above example, "[11 a~d H] 'II may be, uS'ed in~tead

of I1Cl and ")11 to delimit lists. However~ unlike some versions of LISP,
they are not used as "super parentheses ll

• They are' made available
simply to enhance the readability of the QUAL file.

The symbol "\" (not to be confused with "/"!) is used to delimit
constant strings, i.e., text that is interpreted literally. The names
of opcodes and the like can be typed in as uppercase text or as lower;
it makes no difference to the compiler. But text that begins and ends
with "\" will be left alOne, and so it should be typed in exactly as it
is to appear on the screen.

The GROUP Opcodes

The GROUP opcode indicates the beginning of a new group of
questions; when the compiler sees a GROUP opcode it takes all the steps
needed to add a new group to the questionnaire. The NAME and REMARK
opcodes must fall within its scope.

The NAME opcode indicates the name of the group; its syntax is:

(NAME \name-of-group\)

The counselee will use this name to access the group. It should be
typed in UPPERCASE lettets. The program performs maximal recognition of
the group names. Thus, if there is only one group name which begins
with the letter P, say, PRIORITIES, then it suffices for the counselee
to type in the letter P when the program expects a group name, and it
will proceed to type out the headers for all the questions in this
group. There must be exactly one NAME opcode within the scope of a
GROUPopcode; it is an error to have a NAME opcode outside the scope of
a GROUP opcode.

The REMARK opcode indicates the text of the remark for the group:

4LISP users take note: While NIL indicates the empty list, it is
only used in QUAL to allow an author to explicitly omit an argument that
is usually obligatory.



(REMARK 'text-of-remark')

The text may span several lines, but should be concise. It is shown to
the counselee when he begins answering the question(s) in this group or
when he resumes answering them after having stopped partway through the
group. If no remark is desired, use NIL in place of 'text-of-remark'.
The REMARK opcode is optional, but if it is used, there can be at most
one REMARK within the scope of a GROUP. All REMARK opcodes must occur
within the GROUP opcode.

The TOPGROUP opcode is used instead of the GROUP opcode to indicate
the first question to be asked. As with GROUP, there must be a NAME
opcode within its scope and one REMARK opcode may be included if
desired. As currently implemented, the TOPGROUP contains only a single
question, used to determine the order in which the remaining groups will
be presented to the counselee.

The QUESTION Opcode

All the parts of a question are included within the scope of a
QUESTION opcode. When the compiler sees a QUESTION opcode it assigns
the next number to it and then processes the remainder of the list. The
following opcodes must appear within the scope of the QUESTION opcode:
KIND, QUNET, HEAD, and RESPONSELIST. Optional opcodes are TAIL and
HELP.

The KIND opcode has the syntax:

(KIND <tag»

where <tag> is one of the following three choices:

ONE--used when the counselee is expected to select exactly one of the
available responses.

ANY--used when the counselee may select one Dr more of the available
responses.

ALL--used when the counselee must select all of the available
responses; it is the order that is important.

There must be exactly one KIND opcode within the scope of each QUESTION,
and the KIND opcode must not occur outside the scope of a QUESTION.

The HEAD opcode has the syntax:

(HEAD 'text-of-head-of-question')

The text should ask the question; the possible responses to it are
included on the RESPONSELIST. Each question must have a HEAD because in
selecting individual questions to answer or change, the counselee must
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first select a group. Then the question number',and the head are printed
for each question in the group, and the counselee types in the
appropriate number. There are limitations on the number of lines.
Details are given below.

The QUNET opcodehas the syntax:

(QUNET \net~code\)

As currently implemented, \net-code\ must be one letter plus one number,
e.g., Zl or F3. The exact choice of the code is specified by the
programmer, so the author must check with him or her when adding the
\net-code \.

The TAIL opcode has the syntax:

(TAIL \text-of-message-that-follows-the-possible-responses\)

The TAIL opcode is optional and contains any text that the author wishes
to appear on the screen just below the list of choices.

The HELP opcode has the syntax:

(HELP \text-of-help-message\)

The text of the help message will be printed on the terminal any time
that the counselee types "1" while the program is asking a question. It
is optional.

The RESPONSELIST Opeode

Each QUESTION opcode must contain exactly one RESPONSELIST opcode
within its scope. In turn, the RESPONSELIST must contain between two
and nine RESPONSE opcodes.

The syntax of the RESPONSE list is as follows:

(RESPONSE (ANS \text\) (QUlKANS \text\) (CODE \text\»

The ANS opcode is mandatory; the QUlKANS and CODE opcodes are optional.

The ANS opcode has the syntax:

(ANS \text-of-response\)

The text is the choice as it will be printed on the terminal. The first
ANS on a RESPONSELIST is called "A", the second "B", etc. The counselee
answers by typing in the letter(s) corresponding to his answer. Note
that the program assigns the letters. Thus the order of the responses
can be changed but will always be typed out with the top one called "A",
the next "B", etc.
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The syntax for the QUlKANS opcode is:

(QUlKANS\text\)

QUlKANS is optional but should normally be supplied. If it is not, the
program cannot properly inform the counselee how he answered a questiOn
when he requests such information. This text should be short: one line
of less than 50 characters. Longer lines may cause the display to
become disordered.

The CODE opcode has the syntax:

(CODE \letter\)

Some· questions, because of their special nature, require that each
response be assigned a one-letter code for use by the program which is
using the counselee's answers. While the CODE opcode is optional, if
one RESPONSE on a RESPONSELIST has a CODE they all must. See the person
responsible for maintaining the data base for details.

Miscellaneous Opcodes

There are three other opcodescurrently implemented:
SAILFILE, and LISTFILE.

The syntax of COMMENT is:

(COMMENT \anything\)

COMMENT,

This opeode allows authors to leave messages or reminders to themselves
in the source for the questionnaire. The compiler simply i~nores them.

SAILFILE has the syntax:

(SAILFILE \filename\)

The \filename\ is a TENEX file name and is used for the program-readable
version of the processed author-language file. If it is omitted, the
compiler will ask for the file name from the terminal at the time it is
needed.

The syntax of LISTFILE is:

(LISTFILE \filename\)

LISTFILE is exactly like SAILFILE, except that \filename\ is the name
for the neatly-formatted version of the compiled questionnaire.
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Appendix ~

Job Descriptions

The following are two of the job descriptions that were included in
the readability study discussed in Section IV.l. Each is followed by a
second version that we believe is significantly easier to read.

EDUCATION ADMINISTRATOR

Education administrators manage school systems to promote
satisfactory business and academic operations for staff members
and students. Administrators recruit and hire personnel, prepare
and present budgets and new programs, and develop policy guidelines
for teaching and non-teaching staff.

Specialties: principals, vice-principals, college presidents,
deans, and division heads. Related occupations: college, secondary,
and elementary teachers; superintendents.
--- Work Setting: usually a regular work week; although special
events often require evening attendance.
--- Abilities: ability to relate well with people, to organize plans
and ideas, and to respond to the changing needs of students and the
community.
--- Employers: public school systems, colleges and universities.
--- Hiring Practices: in elementary and secondary schools a Calif.
administrative certificate is needed, requiring a Calif. teaching
certificate, several years teaching experience and some graduate
study. One study shows that over 50% of all vacancies available
for superintendents, assistant superintendents & principals are
filled by hiring someone from within each school district.
--- Training: graduate training available; see prep 1136 for more
information.

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATOR (rewritten)

Educational administrators manage school systems. Their goal is to have
good business and teaching conditions for the students and staff. They
prepare budgets and new programs and then work to have them accepted.
They find and hire new staff--teachers, secretaries, etc. They also
set staff policy (like sick leave).
--- Specialties: principals, vice-principals, college presidents, deans,
and division heads. Related work: college, secondary, and elementary
teachers; superintendents.
--- Work Setting: usually a regular work week. Some evening work is
needed, such as going to special events.
--- Abilities: gets along well with people; good at organizing plans and
ideas; alert to the changing needs of students and the community.

Employers: public school systems, colleges and universities.
--- Hiring Practices: An administrator needs a California administrative
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certificate to work in elementary or high schools. This takes a teach
ing certificate, several years of teaching, and some graduate work. One
study shows that over half the openings for administrators are filled
by hiring someone who already works for the school system.
--- Training: graduate training available; see prep 1136 for more
information.

PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE

Professional athletes earn their livin~ by participating in
competitive athletic events such as football, baseball,
basketball, golf, and tennis. They are usually selected from a
college draft, picked as a free agent, or gradually advance from
amateur or part-time status. Many professional athletes never
reach the highest ranks, many drop out after several years in the
lower levels of professional sports and must seek a late start in
some other occupation. For this reason, many professional athletes
have other jobs which they work at during their off season. Other
occupations connected with sports are: tearnmanagers, coaches,
sportscasters, public relations people, and business managers.
--- Aptitudes: physical strength and coordination, good eyesight and
ability to move with speed and accuracy.
--- Work Setting: must adhere to a strict training and practice
routine spending hours on developing endurance, speed and skill.
Playing schedule is often irregular and hectic with most weekday
games being played in the evening and most weekend games played in
the afternoons. At least 50% of the season's games are played away
from the home base of the team. Extensive travel is required and
many athletes do not live in the home base city of the team. Less
travel is required for professional athletes who are hired as
resource people for country clubs or athletic organizations.
--- Training: professional athletic ability is developed through
many years of practice and dedication. Few professional sports have
formal training programs.

PROFESSIONAL ATHLETE (rewritten)

Professional athletes work by playing in competitive sports like
football, baseball, basketball, golf, and tennis. They are often
chosen in a college draft, picked as a free agent, or work up from
amateur or part-time status. Many players never reach the top ranks.
They often drop out after a few years and make a late start in another
career. This is why many players have other jobs during their off
season. Other sports careers are: team managers, coaches, sports
casters, public relations people, and business managers.
--- Aptitudes: physical strength and coordination; good eyesight;
ability to move with speed and accuracy.
--- Work Setting: Athletes must stay ona hard training and practice
plan. They spend many hours developing endurance, speed, and skill.
Playing schedules are often irregular and hectic. Many players work
evenings, weekends, and holidays. About half of the games are played
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away from home, and many athletes do not live in the team's home city.
Less travel is needed if they work for a country club or athletic club.
--- Training: Few professional sports have formal training programs.
Professional athletic ability is developed by years of practice and
dedication.
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